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Dr. Milton Wilson, founding dean of the School of
Business, passed away Tuesday at the age of 87.

Richard English
Promoted to
Interim Provost
By Charreah Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer
Richard English, Ph.D.
began his new position as
Interim Provost and Chief
Academic Officer over the summer. Although English is a new
tenant to the executive floor of
Howard's
Administration
Building, he is no stranger to
the Howard University family.
University President H.
Patrick Swygert asked English
to take over the position after
he had served for eighteen
years as the Dean of the School
of Social Work. "My position
was made available after our
former Chief Academic Officer,
A. Toy Caldwell-Colbert, Ph.D.
requested a sabbatical and
made plans to begin teaching
again at the university next
year," said English. No plans
have been made for a permanent Academic Provost yet.
Although English is a
three-time graduate of the
University of Michigan, where
he earned two masters degrees
and his Ph.D. in Sociology and
Social Work, he was always
very
fond
of
Howard
University. He remembers,
"Howard was always 'The
University."' During a trip to
Africa in 1960, English was
captivated by his work in
Ghana as he and others helped
the local community to make
vital improvements. He then
realized his calling to social
work.
In 1985, when English was
chosen by Howard's President
to fill the position of Dean of
the School of Social Work, he
moved to Washington, D.C.
English was pleased to join the
ranks of faculty and former
staff he respected, like Alain
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Richard English was
named Interim Provost
over the summer.

Described as a "widely
respected professional" by
School of Business Dean,
Barron H. Harvey, Howard
University's School of Business
lost Dr. Milton Wilson, its
founding dean, on Tuesday,
September 2.
At the age of 87, Wilson
passed away in his hometown
of Houston due to causes that
are unknown to the university.
Wilson left Houston in
1970 to found the School of
Business.
"The university had a
department of business located
on Sherman Avenue," Harvey
said, "but Dr. Wilson converted
it into a School of Business and
Public Administration."
However, public administration is no longer a part of the

business school.
"Dr. Milton is also given
credit for moving public
administration to the graduate
School of Arts and Sciences,"
Harvey said. "He felt it would
be more beneficial there."
According to Harvey,
Milton is responsible for establishing a "foundation of excellence within the School of
Business."
"It was under his work and
the support of former Howard
University President James
Cheek that the present-day
business school evolved,"
Harvey said. "Howard's business school is the first to be
fully accredited in Washington,
D.C. It began with around eight
or nine faculty members and
about 200 students, and grew
to almost So full-time faculty
members with about 1,800 students under his leadership."
The School of Business moved

www.thehilltoponline.com

from Sherman Avenue to its
current location in 1984 and is
now the second largest on
Howard's campus.
Dr. Wilson was named
Dean Emeritus upon his retirement in 1990 when he returned
to Houston to do community
and church work according to
Harvey.
"Before he came to Howard
University, he was a dean at
Texas Southern University,"
Harvey said. "He also owned a
Certified Public Accounting
(CPA) firm."
According to Harvey,
Milton embraced a number of
firsts. "He was one of the first
blacks to earn a Ph.D. in
accounting and CPA certification," he said. "You have to pass
a very difficttlt exam (to
become a CPA). It was a monumental achievement."
Admired and respected by
those who were affected by

him, Dr. Milton Wilson will
remain a significant part of
Howard University's history,
and his contributions will not
be forgotten.
"The school of business
exists largely because of his
leadership and vision," Harvey
said. "He will be remembered
as a very strong advocate for
Howard University and management education as well as
for establishing a first-rate
business school. He will mostly
be remembered because of his
passion for excellence and
commitment to young people
excelling and achieving goals
and objectives."
Dr. Milton Wilson's funeral
is scheduled for September 6 at
1 pm, and will be held in
Houston at Salem Evangelical
Lutheran Church. A memorial
service is being planned for
Friday of next week that will
take place on campus.

Preview: Bison Football Team Takes
on Texas Southern in Season Opener
By Zachary Kenworthy
Hilltop Staff Writer
It's that time of year again
when the heroes of fall take to
the gridiron and explore the
inner reaches of varsity pride.
The protective gear has
been fitted, the jerseys have
been outlined with navy blue
and red, the laces are almost
strapped up, and for our
Howard Bison, kickoff is just a
breath away.
"The guys have been waiting for this for some time and
there will be a lot of energy, they
just have to know how to use it
positively," said Head Coach
Ray Petty.
Just twelve months ago,
Howard's opener against Texas
Southern turned into a dramatic
shootout that underscored a 3431 victory by the Bison on home
turf at Greene Stadium. After
being up 21-3 at the half,
Howard fell into comfort mode.
They were scorched with 13
unanswered points in the third
quarter by Texas Southern and

an additional15 points before
the end of the game.
Nonetheless, it was a brilliant 27-yard touchdown catch
by wide receiver Shaun Miller
with just 47 seconds remaining
that lifted the Bison to their first
win of the 2002 season.
To prevent this from happening again, "the guys, especially the leaders on both sides
of the ball, have to stay selfmotivated. They have to know
what they are here to do," said
Petty. "Going into the first game
away from home is never ever
easy. Everyone is anxious at the
moment and ready to get out
there."
Indeed, last season's hightension opener was just a tantalizing appetizer to wet the palate
as Howard opens the 2003 season at Texas Southern.
Coach Petty will be banking
on the energy of his team as
Texas Southern is coming off a
•
•
•
very 1mpress1ve 42-3 win over
Prairie View A&M last week
He will be looking to capitalize on the fact that the Bison
haven't started their season.

'
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Sophomore running back Jamar Smith (14) is expected to
play a big role in the Bison's success this season.

However, Howard led the hard-hitting, All-American canseries 2-1 and the home team didate safety Vontrae Long, who
has won every match-up thus had 45 solo tackles last season
with three crucial interceptions.
far.
"We are relatively young Alongside Long in the secondand inexperienced on the defen- ary, cornerback Rontarius
sive front and this might put Robinson and free safety Brian
some pressure, at times, on the Johnson will be completing the
defensive backs," said Petty bulk of the work as Howard will
"Don't get me wrong though; try to clamp down at the corners
there is so much talent there."
See FOOTBALL page A3
The Bison will be led by

Locke and E. Franklin Frazier,
Ph.D.
English is ready to work
hard in order to achieve the
four goals of the Office of the
Provost's Strategic Framework
for Action II. These goals are:
to promote excellence and
research, strengthen academic 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - achievement at its center,
increase private support, and
promote community service.
"It is vital that the university
and the School of Allied Health ested are the same ones that are
incorporate the community By Veronica Marche Miller
really involved in activities, the
has just one.
into all we do, in order to be
Johnson extended the ones that work out of Power
Hilltop Staff Writer
truly successful," English said.
deadline for interested students Hall."
The celebration of the 50School of Communications
to compete in the pageant to
This year's Homecoming
year anniversary of the Brown
pageant contestant Kadia
Thursday at 8 p.m.
pageant is facing an interesting
v. Board of Education case and issue: no one wants to be the
"After that, it will be very Edwards agrees that men assothe 100th Birthday of Ralpl1
hard to put people in because ciate pageants with femininity.
next Mr. Howard.
Bunche are two monumental
the pageants start Monday," she "They see it as something that's
As Homecoming nears,
events that English is excited to
said. "But if anyone is seriously not very manly," she said. "But,
there are approximately 10
be working on.
and truly interested in compet- for men and ,vomen equally,
male contestants competing for
FILE PIIOTO
English's familiarity with
ing, they might have a chance to there's so much to gain from
the Mr. Howard title.
Who will be the next Mr.
Howard and its faculty has
get involved after the deadline." competing."
"Typically, there are always Howard?
made a tremendous difference
Johnson acknowledges the
Edwards commented that
fewer men interested in the
in his transition and his ability
homecoming pageant," said this Monday; interest meetings fact that male students don't see pageant participation gives stuto immediately get down to
pageant coordinator Alicia- were held just last week. Both much incentive for running for dents the chance to network
work. "I have been here a long
"Of course and get to know others in their
Marie Johnson. "But I think no The College of Arts and Mr. Howard.
time. The faculty and deans
one really came out because of Sciences and School of women come out, because it's school. She said that a more
know me, they know my views,
the rushed planning this year."
Communications
currently so glamorous to be Miss even mix of men and women
Rushed indeed. The indi- have four male entrants, while Howard," she said. "But the
See ENGLISH page A3
vidual school pageants begin the School of Business has two only guys that are really interSee PAGEANTS page A3
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•
What actions
should be taken to
commemorate tl,,e
death of School of
Business Founder
Dr. Milton
Wilson?

Shri Pilgrim
Accounting
Senior

"Students should have a
memorial service on the yard
by the flagpole."

Jasmin Hicks
Marketing
Sophomore

"They should name the
School of Business (SOB)
after him and include him in
SOB orientation. They should
stress the history and importance of him."

Krystal Black
Accounting
Senior

"They should establish a scholarship to help commemorate
his contribution to the school"

Ephraim
Masters in Business
Administration
2nd year MBA student

"They should do a monument
or present a plaque of
remembrence in front of the
Schoo! of Business."
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By Takara Swoopes

Ohayo Gozaimasu Howard
University. I am excited to be
writing you from Tokyo, Japan.
Through the Study Abroad
Office (located in the Ralph
Bunche Center), I was able to
secure a semester abroad
developing my Japanese language skills and learning about
Japanese culture.
I will be here for 16 weeks
and my primary studies will
involve Japanese language
courses
at
the
Kanda
University of International
Studies (KUIS) in Chiba,
Japan. Chiba is a small city
located just outside of Tokyo
and is where the IES Tokyo
Center is located and where my
host family lives. This program
attempts to incorporate a
broad range of Japanese culture into our time here, so in
addition to my language stud-

ies I am living with a host fam- August 26 (Tokyo is 14 hours
ily, working with a Japanese ahead). The ride over was
NGO once a week, and enrolled exactly 13 hours and although
in two ' additional area studies it was extremely long (and
classes that examine Japanese expensive), it was pleasant and
I was well rested when I
Art, Politics, and Society.
There are 43 other arrived.
Upon arrival, I was greeted
American students representing the University of Texas, by my E-pal, a Japanese stuPenn State, Skidmore College, dent from the university I will
Spelman College, and the be attending, and literally
University of Santa Clara, stepped into another world as
among others. ·The demo- soon as I left the airport.
After arriving to the oriengraphics of the group involve
approximately fourteen men tation site, our temporary
and thirty women. While a home until meeting our host
majority of this group is white, family, the other students and I
there are also many Asian ate dinner with our E-pals and
women, and exactly six black rested. The next few days
women, myself included. involved introduction to the
Unfortunately, there are no program and staff, a tour of
KUIS and other student
black men.
I departed for Japan on resources, and a crash course
Monday, August 25 and in using the public transportaarrived in Tokyo Tuesday, tion system. On the third night

Howard Students
Living it Up During
Labor Day
to New York City to join the
By Charreah Jackson
fun at the West Indies Day
Hilltop Staff Writer
Parade and Carnival.
Other students choose to
have a mellow weekend and
Howard students took a have some down time. "I read
break last weekend from reg- a lot and had some 'me' time.
istration lines, financial aid, I went bike riding and while
and student accounts to relax taking a walk I got drenched
for the extended weekend.
in the rain. I then decided to
With the stress associat- just enjoy the rain in its
ed with moving into school, beauty," graduate film major
some Howard students were Camille Holder said.
happy to just relax this past
For some freshmen it was
weekend.
an adjustment to have a short
"I traveled home to holiday and be away from
Charlotte to visit my par- home. Luckily, many freshents," senior information men spent the day having fun
systems
major
Rashad with other class of 2007 stuFrazier said. "We cooked out dents, as they chose to have a
everyday and I enjoyed the day of fun at Kings Dominion
free food and
Amusement
good weather."
Park with the
"We
cooked
out
Not
all
Campus Pals.
were
lucky everyday and I
"I
went
enough
to
with
the
make the trip enjoyed the free
Campus Pals
back
home. food and good
to
Kings
Junior English
Dominion. It
major Daniel weather.''
was a lot of
Nunley spent
fun and the
- Rashad Frazier most we waithis days with
friends
and
ed for a ride
•
shopping.
was 20 minTraditions prevailed as utes," said freshman premany Howard students real- pharmacy major Keisha
ized there is nothing like a Robinson.
good cookout. Brad Burriz a
Not all were I ucky
senior administration of jus- enough to have any fun as
tice major headed to Silver they spent the weekend on
Springs, Maryland to attend the grind, working to pay the
a barbecue and have some bills. Junior advertising
good fun and fellowship. major Kimba Brown realized
Burriz, spent the rest of his she had to keep her priorities
holiday weekend going to intact in spite of the holiday.
church, washing clothes and
"I worked all weekend,"
catching up on some much she said. "Finances don't
needed rest.
stop for the holiday."
Other Howard students
The various ways Howard
found even more interesting students spent their Labor
ways to spend the first short Day weekend correlates with
break since classes began. the diversity of Howard's
Andrea Martin, a sophomore campus. Whether each Bison
administration of justice shopped, went home, barbemajor had the pleasure to not cued, or even worked, the
only take her little sister to day was a chance to rest and
the
B2K
concert
in get prepared for the semesBaltimore, but to then head ter.

phrases. Although both my
parents studied English, both
speak very little, therefore, language exchange between us is
often involves exaggerated
hand motions and slow speech.
Through total immersion
into Japanese culture, my goals
for this semester abroad
include: increasing my knowledge .of Japanese language and
culture, developing cross-cultural communications skills,
and learning how to survive
outside of American culture.
In addition, I am interested in
learning about Japanese culture as it pertains to hip hop.
This week marks the
beginning of our survival
•
•
Japanese course, an 1ntens1ve
Japanese language program
that teaches us daily functions
and communications for living
in Japan. The two semesters of
Japanese I completed at
Howard have proven to be
extremely helpful!
The
Japanese I learned in class
today is building on the fundamentals I learned last semester, thankfully. It is my hope
that upon return I will be able
to hold an extensive conversation with both Tritte-sensei
and Saito-sensei (Japanese
teachers at HU).

we were introduced to our host
families and spent our first
night learning about our new
families and homes.
My family consists of a
host father and mother and
two children-- a 4-year-old girl
and 2-year-old little boy . .
Living with a Japanese family
is extremely different from living at home with my family
during the high school days.
There are many rules you must
follow and various customs you
should be familiar with.
For instance, when entering a Japanese home you must
remove your shoes at the door
and announce "tadaimasu" I'm home.
Although my host family
is very polite and accommodating, I am always cautious of my
actions because the Japanese
are said to be extremely nonconfrontational and seldom
say no. At first I thought I
would like this, especially coming from an institution like
Howard where one is confronted with attitude from various
university staff on a daily basis.
But I have discovered that this
often leaves me second guessing my host family and wondering if they really mean what
they say.
That aside, living with my
host family and spending time
for the past week has already
assisted me with my language
skills. I am really looking forward to being able to speak
with them in depth and move
beyond my basic words and

Takara Swoopes is a
Junior Political Science major
.and Japanese minor. If you
have any questions, comments
or suggestions, email her at
swoopey@blacktokyo.com

hat's Going On: . HBCU

Briefs
Near and Far

FloridaA&M:

in a series of photos capturing
his childhood, the notable Billie
Holiday recording, Strange
Fruit, and a section on the
Negro Baseball League.
Fisk University:

Florida A&M is one of
eleven institutions of higher
learning selected by the
Carnegie Corporation of New
York for a multi-million dollar
grant. The money will go
toward the university's School
of Education for an initiative
called Teachers for a New Era.
Spelman College:

Tuskegee University:

Fisk University radio
WFSK-FM 88.1, has launched a
new news analysis program
hosted by newspaper columnist
Dwight Lewis. The program,
"Behind the Headlines" gives
local reporters the opportunity
to discuss news stories, and go
into further detail about published articles.
Jackson State University:

Spelman College appoints
Dr. Renita J. Weems (author,
Bible scholar, public speaker
and minister) as new William
and Camille Cosby Endowed
Professor in the Humanities.
Dr. Weems will be the fifth
woman to hold this prominent
position.
Clark Atlanta:

Hampton University was
recently awarded a $200,000
grant
from
the
U.S.
Department of Energy to study
the reduction of nitrogen oxide,
which causes acid rain and
urban smog, for a three-year
project. Hampton will design
and test a tin oxide-based catalyst to remove large amounts of
nitrogen oxide from power
plant gases in order to help
treat air pollution.

Tuskegee University will
hold its Eighth Annual National
Booker
T.
Washington
Economic Development summit from October 8 to October
10. The conference uses the
philosophy and perspectives of
Booker T. Washington to
address present economic
issues and promote entrepreneurship and development in
the rural United States.

Jackson State University
will debut its first newsletter in
October. The newsletter will be
issued monthly, and will
address upcoming campus
events and activities. A contest
is now being held among university students to name the
monthly paper.
Hampton University:

From October 1 to
December 19 Clark Atlanta
University will host The
Lithographs of Joseph Norman
at the university's art Galleries.
The Lithographs are displayed

The Hilltop

Malcolm X College
Malcolm X College's childcare program has received
$20,000 from the state of
Illinois with the help of former
Senator Margaret Smith.

Compiled by Chizoba Uteorji
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KanKouran
Dance Company
Turns 20

By Tamika Smith
Contributing Writer
The
internationally
renowned KanKouran West
African Dance Company celebrated its 20th anniversary
with a night of song and
dance at Cramton Auditorium
last Saturday night.
KanKouran has been dedicated to preserving traditional West African culture
through the showcase of West
African dance and drumming
techniques since 1983.
Before the show began,
the University presented
Assane Konte, founder of
KanKouran as well as a
Howard faculty member, an
award for his achievements.
Konte, who also serves as
artistic director, choreographer, and costume designer

for the dance company, said,
"KanKouran dance is about
telling a history and harvest
through formal choreography."
After the curtains rose,
KanKouran members presented dances from Gambia,
Guinea, Mali and Senegal.
The Kora, a guitar-like
instrument that originated in
West Africa, was showcased
along with several other West
African instruments.
"African dance is so wonderful, it was not until I
danced that I realized how
much of my culture was
stripped from me," said a
dancer who has been with the
company for over 15 years.
After the performance,
many audience members
agreed the dance was spectacular and influenced them to
•
•
1nqu1re more.
"I've never been to an
African dance in my life and it
has opened my eyes to different parts of my culture," said
Jocelyn Smith Joseph, a student at Howard.
This week, dance classes
are being held at Howard
University's
Kennedy
Recreation
Center,
on
Seventh and O Street NW.
Each class will cost $15. For
more information call (202)
518-1213 or go to www.kankouran.org.

Richard English
Promoted to
Interim Provost
ENGLISH from A1

they know that most important to me is the quality of our
instruction, our students and
their achievements."
Howard holds a special
place in his heart, and always
has. "Even in college my
friends and I looked to
Howard as our .university
even though we were not students - it has always been and
will always be 'The Mecca',"
English said.

English greatly enjoys his
new position as he promotes
the academic programs and
prosperity of the University.
Although
English
is
delighted to speak with students, like he has done with
medical school students, new
graduate students, the freshman class and the officers of
the College of Arts and
Sciences, he admits, "I do
miss the daily interaction I
had with the student body as a
dean and a professor."

Howard Men Show Little
Interest in Upcoming Pageants
PAGEANTS from A1

would make the process more
enjoyable.
"Plus, the chance to represent your school should give
you a sense of pride," she
added.
Edwards sympathized with
those who may have wanted to
participate, but were unable to
because of the early scheduling.
In the past few weeks in which
the pageants have been
planned, most students have
been occupied with problems
in housing, registration, and
validation.
"I have a friend that wanted to participate in the pag-

eant," said Edwards, "but he
wanted to make sure that he
took care of his validation and
registration first."
With problems ranging
from being purged out of the
system to not being able to
obtain dorm keys, it's easy to
see why many students would
overlook the upcoming pageant.
"I just wish there were
more men who were interested," Edwards said. "These are
pageants - competitions. It
should never come to a point
where you just sign up for the
Mr. Allied Health pageant, and
then become Mr. Allied Health.
There's no competition in
that."

Football Team
Opens Season at
Texas Southern
FOOTBALL from A 1

and pressure Texas Southern
quarterback Carlos Pierson.
To achieve the pressure
they need to win Petty said,
"they will just need to put
things together and keep us in
the ball game early, but we will
be rotating the line and using
multiple fronts throughout the
game."
Linebacker Greg Spriggs
will also play a major role for
the Bison and in his senior
year will be looking to assert
himself as the leader of the
linebacking corps.
The Bison "will grow in
confidence as the season goes
on and that's what we will be
looking forward too."
The quarter back controversy has been solved.
Junior
quarterback
Marcos Moreno will start for
the Bison in the season opener
and is looking to build upon
his minimal workload of a season ago. As a junior, Moreno
has an ideal opportunity to
develop into a true leader on
offense, and learned a system
he has been a part of for just a
season while looking to the
future.
However, for senior wide
receivers
Shaun
Miller,
Jonathan Brewer and Darryl
Nunn, the future is now.
Although HU alumn Kevin
Simmonds had four touch-

down catches a year ago in the
season opener, it was Miller
who plucked the game-winning touchdown for the Bison
against Southern. Nunn will be
looking to build upon his 19
receptions of a season ago, and
without a doubt, Brewer
should still pose the dramatic
deep threat that proved invaluable for quarterback Donald
Clark last year.
Sophomore running backs
Jamar Smith and Kean
Coleman complete the offensive threats for the Bison.
"Although we lost Jay
(Colbert) in the off-season, I
am pretty sure that Kean
Coleman and Jamar Smith will
take over the role at running
back just fine," said Petty.
The offensive is already
comprised of a fundamentally
sound mix of youthful aggression and senior expertise as
HU will focus on a season
bound by limitless opportunities that Coleman and Smith
will contribute to.
"They are not lacking in
ability and they have much
more playing experience then
most sophomores. I think it
will be a good year for both of
them," Petty said.
The opening kickoff signals the start of another season
for Howard Football, so too
does the urgent and relentless
desire of our heroes of fall and
fans alike.

In _collaboration with the Center for Creative Change
and the Joseph1ne Butler Parks Center at Meridian Hill Park, Washington, DC,

. Meridian Hill

and

Cultural Immersion Travel®
present

A continuing series of workshops
with teachers of indigenous healing
and wisdom
Sobonfu Some
Ritual, Initiation and Community
An experiential workshop designed to open us to the art and
craft of ritual practices from indigenous Africa, where ritual
is used as a means of connecting with the hidden ancestral
realm, the vibration of nature, oneself, the community and
spirit.
Sobonfu, whose name means "keeper of the rituals," travels the
world on a healing mission, sharing the rich spiritual life and culture
of her West African Dagara people.

Juan Nunez del Prado Nov.

10-1~

An Initiation Into the Andean Spiritual Path
In a series of exercises that facilitate our connection with the
living energy of the universe, Juan will guide participants
through an exploration of the nature of personal power, reveal
how to work with light and heavy energies and initiate us into
the spiritual tradition of the Andes and contemporary Incas.
Juan is an internationally known and published anthropologist,
Andean priest and mystic living in Cuzco, Peru. He has taught the
Andean Tradition throughout the United States and Europe.

Rosita Arvigo
Introduction to Maya Healing Traditions
and Techniques
A primer on the basics of Maya healing. Learn how to become
more in control of your own healing process. Rosita will teach
how to draw from the healing nature of plants, Maya massage,
Maya spiritual healing, spiritual bathing and more.
Rosita apprenticed for many years with Don Elijio Panti, one of the
last great Maya shamans. A naprapathic physician, author and
master herbalist, she lives in Belize, where she practices Maya
healing.

For more information, contact Lenore Rubino/ ~o:;\-337-1463 / merirlianbill@verizon.net

'

www. cu ltu ra Ii mmersi on. org
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HamasCon ict in lsrae Esca ates
said. "If Israel continues to terrorize the people don't view the United States as an
Gaza Strip, [the plan] is not going to honest broker in the situation," Isaacs
Contributing Writer
happen. If the United States does not said. "The United States provides eco-·
Since August 19, when a Palestinian condemn the acts of Israel, Palestine is nomic and military support to Israelis
and has in the past blocked United
suicide bombing shattered hope of going to continue to retaliate."
Lionel Isaacs, junior political science Nations resolutions forcing Israelis to
national peace, Israel has been waging
war on terrorist organization and major, doubts that conflict will fade comply with certain international presunless the US starts using leverage on sure toward a Palestinian state."
Palestinian loyalist group Hamas.
Barnas says that it is commitSenior member of the armed
ted to defending Palestinians
wing of Hamas, Khader-al-Husari,
from Israeli military occupation.
was killed Monday as an Israeli
Since 2000, Israel has steadihelicopter fired four missiles at a
ly destroyed the power structure
car carrying him and three other
of Yasser Arafat and Palestinian
Hamas members in Gaza City.
authority leaving room for Hamas
The attack killed one and
to gain power and influence
wounded 26 others, bringing the
Palestinians. Within Palestine,
number of Palestinians killed in
Hamas has set up schools and
missile strikes to 14, including 11
clinics that their government is
Hamas leaders.
-Evens Dure, senior unable to do.
The recent series of . Israeli
"As long as Palestinians feel ,
attacks on Hamas is in response to
hopeless against their governthe suicide bus bombing in
_.,,,----------:;;;;;;;-~-------,,---7 ment, they will likely continJerusalem, which left 21 dead.
.
ue to resort to suicide bombBoth Israeli and Hamas
ings," Isaacs said, "and they
Jihad called for a seven-week
y Sean Parker
will continue to support
ceasefire agreement last week
st. Nation & World Editor
organizations such as Hamas
after the assassination of Hamas
and other militant groups
This week, I would like to co-founder Ismail Abu Shanab.
that offer an avenue to vent
Last Thursday, Palestinian
',Ye yo!l my views on the
frustration and anger."
. e.mocratic
Presidential· leader, Yasser Arafat called for
More recently, Israel
renewal of the ceasefire agree~ andidates. This is my opinvowed to seek and eliminate
on and I am certainly not ment with Israel. Despite
those responsible for attacks
Arafat's request, Hamas leaders
orcing it upon anyone.
on their citizens saying that
I think it is important for rejected the consideration of
Palestine failed to disassemrehabilitated peace negotiations
s to watch the candidates
ble the militant group as was
fnd listen to what they have and say they will continue taroutlined in the "Roadmap to
to say, so we may hold them geting Israeli citizens.
Peace" negotiations.
Some blame the renewed
ccountable. Once again, this
Both
sides
consider
s my view and not necessari• fighting on the manner in which
recent acts of violence as
the U.S. and European Union
y the view of The Hilltop.
signs that talk of peace was
Howard Dean is the cur- are handling either side, citing
never a consideration and
1!:ent leader of the pack and the EU's refusal to outlaw ===-~~~""-'~~=
that reviving plans of peace
lnY favorite candidate thus Hamas and terminate dealings
Photo Courtesy AP
h
are
clearly
useless.
T
e
with
Arafat
despite
numerous
l;U". He is a former .Governor
An Aug. 19 Palestinian suicide bombing ended the "Roadmap to Peace," drafted
requests by Israel.
rom Vermont and former
by an "international quartet"
"I think [the fighting] is a uneasy peace between Israelis and Palestinians
racticing physician. He is
including the European
exciting and has been able to direct insult to the 'Road to and brought renewed bombing on both sides.
Union and the United States,
rganize students and young Peace' plan. It clearly demoneople in his campaign the strates a double standard that the United Israel to demonstrate sincerity in negoti- charts a course to end the nearly three
years of continuous violence and the creStates has with Israel and Palestine," ations.
~ost effectively.
Although his record in senior chemistry major, Evens Dure,
"Clearly the Arab and Palestinian ation of a Palestinian state by 2005.
By Amber Skinner

Perspective
The Democratic
Presidential
Candidates;
Lesser of
Nine Evils

If the United States
does not condemn the acts of
Israel, Palestine is going to continue to retaliate. , ,

Man Who Killed
Abortion Doctor
Executed
STARKE, Fla. (AP) - Paul
Hill, a former minister who
said he murdered an abortion
doctor and his bodyguard to
save the lives of unborn
babies,
was
executed
Wednesday by injection.
He was the first person
put to death in the United
States for anti-abortion violence.

U.S. Offers to
Share Iraq Role
With U.N.
WASHINGTON (AP) Shifting tactics and reaching
out for help, the Bush administration
offered
on
Wednesday to share with the
United Nations the long-dominant U.S. role in Iraq's postwar reconstruction.
Secretary of State Colin
Powell described the effort as
"essentially
putting
the
Security Council in the game,"
and European governments
reacted favorably to the
revised U.S. approach.
France, which led opposition to the war on Iraq, said a
new U.N. resolution proposed
by the United States should
ensure that political power
will be transferred quickly to
an internationally recognized
Iraqi government to help
restore peace.

lrerm.ont is moderate, he has

been painted as one of the
biost liberal in the race. His
~emper has been known to get
him in trouble as well as his
~reference to "shoot from the
ip" as opposed to being
cripted.
Up to this point, Howard
ean has impressed me the
ost.
My only problem with
ov. Howard Dean is his lack
focus on African American
,issues. Now, we know that
lhere aren't a lot of blacks in
fivermont, but Dean's camipaign must represent the contituency that he wpuld like to
erve.
John Kerry has been serv.ng in the U.S. Senate since
1984. He is a decorated
il/ietnam veteran and has been
n
the
short list of
residential
and
Vice
residential Candidates for
more than a decade.
I agree with a lot of
Kerry's vision, but others and
I find it very difficult to get
excited about a Kerry nomination.
His approach to
explaining his views are not
only boring, but at times
mind-numbing.
Joe Lieberman has been
the second biggest disappointment of Presidential
Candidates. First of all, he
doesn't seem to be ,vorking
ard enough to get the nomination.
Polls are showing that Joe
Lieberman has the highest
support rating than any other
candidate in the AfricanAmerican community. His
popularity in the black community could be due to the
fact that he was Al Gore's running mate in the 2000 election and the fact that he is
Jewish. Lieberman thinks
that he is going to win
because he is the democratic
of George W ... Think
•
gain.
He, like Kerry and

rf

See PARKER page AS
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Ni erian Satellite Brin s
Promise to Developin Nation
$16M Satellite developed by Nigerian and Russian scientists expected to
increase security of Nigerian oil pipelines and generate revenue from subscribers.
This month marks a new scientific era in Nigeria. world's eighth largest crude oil exporter and millions are conLaunching its first satellite into space, the country hopes to stantly lost from the mismanagement of this resource.
bring in revenue and advance the technological landscape of
Revenue generated from operations of the satellite and its
the country as a whole.
subscribers is expected to reach $200 million,
Built by both Nigeria's National Space
according to Nigeria's Minister of Science and
Agency and Russia's Rowbrow export, the satelTechnology.
lite is scheduled to launch from Russia on
Although the building of the satellite itself
September 26. The satellite's ground station
cost $16 million, the country hopes the revenue
however, will be in Abuja and will be manned by
created and the oil revenue saved will bring a
Nigerian scientists.
much-needed bonus to the country, which still
"Some of the functions of the satellite will be
suffers from problems of poverty.
defense and security surveillance, pipeline surIf successful, the satellite project will help
veillance, population surveying and soil mapto spread such technologies and help Africa
ping," Information Minister Chukwuemeka
join the rest of the world economically and
Chikelu said.
technologically. Through the sale of space
As the first African country to take on such
technology to other African countries, Nigeria
an ambitious project, the most interesting fact might not be can achieve goals of both income and sharing its opportunity
that they will send up one satellite, but that there will be two.
with the continent.
The first satellite will be dedicated to monitoring and surThe satellite is also being seen as an opportunity for
veying the environment and natural resources and the second Nigeria to work closer with other African countries in the areas
will be for communications.
of technological research and development. Information and
After the first satellite is launched in September, produc- economic development are also areas in which the satellite is
tion will begin on the next.
predicted to make a large, positive impact.
One goal the country hopes that the satellite will accomNigerian media will be able to expand with television
plish is to prevent the theft of hundreds of thousands of oil bar- spreading to more rural areas and weather forecasting will also
rels that are lost each day at the hands of thieves. Nigeria is the become more widespread and accurate.
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California Eggs
Schwarzenegger
on
(AP)
Arnold
Schwarzenegger stayed away
from the initial debate of
California's recall election
Wednesday and delivered
what was billed as his first
major campaign speech, getting pelted with an egg as he
waded through a crowd at a
college campus.
As
Schwarzenegger
worked the crowd, the egg
splattered on the back of his
left shoulder.
An aide tried to wipe it
off, but the candidate simply
peeled off his coat and went
ahead with his speech.
Schwarzenegger
has
agreed to participate in only
one debate, on September 24,
in which the questions will be
provided to candidates in
advance
unlike
Wednesday's debate.
That decision has drawn
criticism from Republicans
and Democrats alike.

Mom gets
maximum sentence for drown•
zng son
TROY, New York (CNN) A mother diagnosed as paranoid schizophrenic was sentenced Wednesday to 50 years
to life in prison for drowning
her 4-year-old son in a bathtub last year and trying to kill
another son.

BRIEFS COMPILED BY
ASSISTANT
NATION & WORLD EDITOR
SEAN PARKER
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Bomb Blasts Kill
Four on Russian
Train
ROSTOV-ON-DON,
Russia (AP) - Two bomb
blasts rocked a rush-hour
commuter train carrying college students in southern
Russia on Wednesday, killing
at least four people and
wounding dozens.
The bombs were planted
on
the
tracks
linking
Kislovodsk to Mineralnye
Vody in the Caucasus region.
There were about 50 people in
the third car of the six-car
train, which was directly hit
by one blast, Railway Ministry
spokesman
Konstantin
Pashkov said.
Survivors reported many
of the passengers were college
students. Many Russian universities began their fall
semesters this week.
Dmitry Oliferenko, a
spokesman for President
Vladimir Putin's envoy to
southern Russia, said five
people were killed, while
Russian Railways Minister
Gennady Fadeyev said in televised comments that six died.

Fox Admits
Failing to Achieve
'Historic' Changes
for Mexicans
MEXICO CITY, Sept. 1
(New York Times) - In his
state of the union address
tonight, an uncharacteristi. cally self-critical President
Vicente Fox of Mexico said his
government had not delivered
the "historic transformations
our times demand." He
appealed to legislators to put
aside political differences that
have blocked his most important initiatives.
Mr. Fox boasted that
democracy and rule of law
had made sustained progress
under his watch. The economy had held steady, he said,
and crime was on the decline.
He said such change was
"worthwhile but incomplete."
And he acknowledged criticism that his government
lacked political experience
and promised to strive harder
for efficiency.

Palestinian Prime
Minister to Ask
Parliament for
Support
JERUSALEM, Sept. 3
(New York Times) - Moving to
shore up his authority, the
Palestinian prime minister,
Mahmoud Abbas, will defend
his first 100 days in office
before the Palestinian parliament
in
Ramallah
on
Thursday and ask for its
unequivocal support.
The parliament, though,
is not expected to set in
motion a confidence vote, an
action that must be requested
by 10 lawmakers. Avoiding
such a vote would allow the
legislators to sidestep the
volatile situation that could
occur if Mr. Abbas, who is at
the heart of the Americanbacked peace plan, lost the
vote. The Israeli and United
States governments refuse to
deal with the Palestinian
leader, Yasir Arafat, who
remains overwhelmingly popular, even stuck inside his
battered
compound
1n
Ramallah.
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By N aeesa Aziz
Staff Writer

The stakes are being raised in the
game of nuclear disarmament as the
latest round of talks between North
Korea, the U.S. and five other nations
ended in stalemate. Meetings lasted
three days and involved international
powers of China, Russia, South Korea,
Japan and the United States.
Annoyed with what they called
'hard-line stance' from the U.S. at the
negotiations, North Korean officials
announced that there was no point in
continuing with further talks and that
they have no other option than to continue to build their nuclear force.
Officials announced that unless
the U.S. agrees to sign a nonaggression
pact, they would carry out plans to
continue their nuclear program

including nuclear testing and development of delivery systems.
However, during the talks, the U.S.
made it clear that it refuses to sign any
agreements until North Korea disarms.
"If the United States continues to
demand, we drop the nuclear program
first and ignores our appropriate proposals, we have no choice but to beef
up our nuclear deterrent power," a
North Korean statement said.
Despite North Korea's ambitious
statements, diplomats. are still expecting to reconvene for more talks in the
near future.
While some in~olved regard North
Korea's statement as simply an empty
threat, such words from North Korea
may be cause for alarm. Leader Kim
Jong II is in commal)d of a millionman army and an arsenal of chemical

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , and biological
weapons.
"North
Korea keeps
CHINA
breaking
agreements
for peace with
the U.S. and
K1ll'.ia Nirtl0t1ei
that could be
OmE'O'!i&Callliilge
indicative of
NORTH
their potenKOREA lwmh~-Wetial to use any
Ree rSite•.,arms
they
may possess
and they have
said
that
KEY:
they'll with!]JR>draw
from
the nuclear
f/1 w.."'"'"""" nonproliferaSOUTH
tion
treaty
KOREA
IJ 0 ""'
and I see that
, __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L..__ __:_::..:..:..::::..:.._P_H_O_TO_C...:O!i..U!:RT==E=S=Y=www==
.M=ll=S.=ED~U as an indication of their
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intent to take aggressive action," soph- Korean government, North Koreans
omore Bola Omisore Said.
themselves are questioning U.S. intenThreats were heard, but not neces- tions as they watched Saddam's
sarily heeded. Some in the Bush
administration are calling for ,......_
aggressive sanctions and military action to force the country
to disarm.
Plans are already in place
for U.S.-led action in early
September to restrict North
Korean ships. These exercises
are
the
agenda of the
Proliferation Security Initiative
and are to be held off the
Australian coast.
The
eleven
countries
involved are taking action
against North Korea in efforts to
stop the export to weapons of
mass destruction, illegal drugs
and other activities which violate various international agreements.
Many feel that North
Korea's nuclear program and Kim Jong II, leader of North Korea, refuses to
the corresponding threats are back down despite U.S. threats.
just bargaining chips to get aid
for the resource starved country, caus- regime crumble.
ing skepticism and distrust among
Howard professor Dr. Lorenzo
U.S. officials.
Morris agrees that disarmament ·is
Distrust that stems from October critical, but questions how well the
when the covert nuclear program was U.S. with past issues in diplomacy.
discovered and since U.N. inspectors
"Negotiations will be hampered by
were kicked and a nuclear non-prolif- estranged U.S. relationships with
eration treaty broken. The broken other countries which will make it diftreaty, signed in 1994, caused western ficult for the U.S. to gain allies in
countries to suspend oil shipments to regards to the nuclear inspections
the already impoverished country ear- process, Morris said. "Disarmament
lier this year.
should be followed everywhere, but
Regarded as a member of the Bush such a task will be built on alliances.
Administration's 'Axis of Evil,' North Those of which were broken down durKorea's covert nuclear ambitions were ing the Iraq war."
discovered this past October.
·
Although more talks are expected
Although the U.S. has its reserva- later this year, no date or place has
tions about the honesty of the North been established.

Jesse Jackson Arrested at Yale University
Labor Day Protest Leads to Arrest of More Than 30 Workers Union Supporters
By Sean Parker

capped off the rally with a
Asst. Nation & World
speech that linked the strugEditor
gles of union members to
the war in Iraq, slavery and
problems in the federal govWhile most people were
ernment.
celebrating the Labor Day
"Save the workers, save
holiday by going to parades,
the families," Jackson said.
barbecues etc., Jesse Jackson
"Put America back to work.
was marching, protesting and
Keep hope alive."
getting arrested.
The event marked the
Jackson, along with 14
sixth day of a walkout by
others, was arrested after
members of local unions .
blocking an intersection on
that represent Yale's clerithe Yale University campus
cal, technical, service and
in support of striking univermaintenance workers.
sity service and clerical workUnionized workers at
ers.
the Yale-New Haven hospiDuring the Labor Day
tal are also taking part in the
March, the workers particistrike, which began Aug. 27,
pating in the strike chanted,
PHOTO COURTESY 10-7.COM the day dorms opened to
"No Contracts - No Work,
No Peace."
Rev. Jesse Jackson was arrested upperclassmen.
Union
members walked off the job
The march ended at the at a Yale staff strike after sitting
president's office, where a with a group of protesters in the Wednesday in a dispute over
wages, job security and penrally took place following the middle of a road.
sion benefits.
march. After two hours of
"This is the site of nationspeeches from union and community leaders, Jackson

ers, including Jackson, then
Jackson said. "This is going huddled in a circle and sat
to be for economic justice down to block traffic in front
what Selma was for the right of the University.
Jackson was the first to be
to vote."
At the end of his speech, handcuffed and 13 of the proJackson asked anyone who testors were cited for disorwas willing to be arrested in derly conduct and were
support of the unions to form released on their promise to
appear in court, police offia line.
About 35 union support- cials said.
al
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The Best of Nine Evils
PARKER from A3
Graham ( we'll get to him
later), will put you to sleep
faster then a Mike Tyson
uppercut to the jaw.
Richard Gephardt doesn't
really move me much. I know
he is working tirelessly for the
Labor endorsements, but I
don't think that that is
enough. He has tried to run
before and has appeared on
the short list for Vice
President, but to no avail. He
doesn't have a chance.
John Edwards in my opinion is by far the biggest disappointment. I think that a case
study should be done on how
not to run a campaign and
how to turn your popularity
into disappointment before
the first primary. Edwards
looks like a bumbling-stumbling bumpkin.

Al Sharpton has provided
the most comic relief and the
best punch lines. I don't think
that Al Sharpton will be the
first black president, but I do
appreciate his willingness to
agitate so that the other candidates respect the African
American issues and the
African American vote.
Carol Mosely-Braun, the
only female candidate running in this race is also
African-American. While she
doesn't have a chance at winning the election, her efforts
just like Sharpton are appreciated and respected.
Graham is the latest candidate to enter the race and it
shows. He's not in dead last,
but if you listen to him speak,
you make have to check your
pulse-he's just that boring.
Although he is boring, he
would make a good V.P. can-

didate for any Presidential
candidate because he is a
Senator from Florida and lie is
on the Armed Services
Committee which would be
helpful with taking on Bush
and Cheney's Defense record
and strategy.
Lastly, Dennis Kucinich is
in the race. He is a fiery, controversial Congressman from
Ohio, but he like Graham,
Mosely-Braun, and Sharpton
are in the bottom tier of possibilities to receive the endorsements.

Sean Parker is a junior
political science major at
Haward University. If you
would like to discuss your
political favorites and views,
email
him
at
Sean@rcapa.com.
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Weekly Horoscopes
(Sept. 5 - Sept. 11)

The Ex-Factor: Bringing Old
I ' -I

I

•

By Erica Williams
Asst. Mind, Body, and Soul
Editor

Aries (Mar.21-Apr.19)
People born under this sign are usually creative and
can start a project but never seem to finish it. This week
will be filled with teamwork-related projects, whether at
work or school. Your teammates will motivate you to
accomplish a goal.

Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 19)
People born under this sign are usually stubborn and
determined to get what they want. Listen to the advice of a
good friend. It will be useful for your situation.

Gemini (May 20 - June 20)
Career opportunities that have been in the works for a
while will finally come through. You will be very focused
this week, though you are itching to unwind and relax.
Social events will be in your plans the following week.

Cancer (June 21 - July 21)
This week is filled with disappointments in just about
every aspect. However, you will gain knowledge from others that have been in your shoes before.

Ladies how many times
have you all heard guys say
they're tired of bitter women
who have been hurt in previous
relationships?
Guys, how many times
have you or someone you know
said, "I was a good man until I
realized women are trifling."
Feeling the pain of a past
relationship is perfectly okay.
However, clinging on to those
feelings and taking them into
new relationships can and usually will reap only negative consequences.
The bitter feelings that you
may feel after a relationship has
ended only becomes old baggage if brought into a new relationship. This baggage usually
weighs down the relationship
causing strained and mixed
emotions.
Toris Fillmen, a counselor
at the George Washington
University Student Counseling
Center says she has seen
extreme cases where students
have been involved in relationships that have gone bad.

"After the relationship
ends, the guy or the girl usually
possesses negative feelings
towards those of the opposite

PHOTO BY RON RODGERS

Jealousy from a previous partner can sometimes have a
detrimental effect on a current relationship.

sex," she said. "This usually
leads to him or her becoming a
'playa.' The attitude he or she
adopts becomes 'hurt or get
hurt."'
Tevin Hopskins, a psychologist in the George Washington
University psychology depart-

This week is filled with mixed emotions. You will have
a hectic week at first, but by the end of the week, everything will work out to your liking. You are compatible with
Aries, Gemini and Sagittarius. You are least compatible
with Virgo and Taurus.

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 21)
This week, you will be given kudos for a job well done.
Your perfectionist-like qualities will be recognized, so
expect a few jealous stares. Although you are a busy person, try and sneak in some time for the special someone
who may be a potential boyfriend/ girlfriend.

Libra (Sept. 22 - Oct. 22)

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
This week, as well as the rest of the month, will find
you forming new friendships (and keeping old ones of
course). Expect work-related ideas to flourish and come
into play.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 20)
You're not the type to carry a planner and make a note
of everything. Just remember to keep track of all your
belongings - you are prone to losing an important document this week.

it simply becomes a cycle.
"Once the person has been
hurt, they usually become bitter
for a while," he/she said. "If
these feelings go without being
recognized or taken care of, the
hurt person usually begins to
hurt others in their future rela-

Vegetarianism: You Are

Leo (July 22 - Sept. 20)

At times, you tend to lose sight of your priorities.
Female Libras, make sure you budget wisely and take the
DKNY gear back to the store so that you can at least pay
your phone bill. Male Libras, your playa-like tendencies
won't last as long as you think it will. Try talking to one girl
•
at a time.

ment, says when those who
have been hurt in past relationships bring their old situation
into the current relationships,

PHOTO BY RON RODGERS

Many students choose vegetarianism as an alternative
diet.

By Kaneicia M. Brown
Contributing Writer
While vegetarianism is
seen as an emerging lifestyle in
recent years, the diet's roots
run deeper than some may
think. Vegetarianism is an

ancient custom in different
parts of the world.
In the Hindu and Buddhist
religions, there is the belief in
the preservation of animal life
as it is sacred to the people.
Others believe that the killing
of animals is cruel and disregards animal life, so they will

Capricorn (Dec. 21- Jan. 19)
You are either making plans to travel or you just got
back from a mini-trip. A new relationship is in the works
for you single Capricorns. You will also make a good
impression on your coworkers.

Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 17)
Like many of the other signs, this hasn't been the best
year. This week however, will be filled with happy
moments. Someone who has had their eyes on you for
awhile will finally get the courage to ask you out or vice
versa.

Pisces (Feb. 18-Mar. 20)
Expect to be involved with anything related to the arts
this week. People appreciate you for your creativity and
talent. People love to be close to you because of your laid
back personality.

Compiled and written by Leesa Davis
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one should be serious about.
"It made me realize you
have to be really disciplined.
Maybe now that I am away
from home, it will be easier. I
.
. "
am going to try again,
Goggans said.
Some people believe that
you don't receive enough protein and calcium when you conform to leading a vegetarian
lifestyle. Phakiso Collins, a
senior radio-television-film
major, is one of them.
"I tried being a vegetarian
before and I got weak, maybe
because I didn't understand all
the options you have in being a
vegetarian," he said. "I do know
that it's not just a diet but a
lifestyle. But I don't think you
need to be a vegetarian to be
healthy."
Dieticians would agree
with her, because it is important to have a balance of all
nutrients, and not just some.
However, there are alternative
foods one can eat to replace the
protein loss if they stop eating
meat. Tofu, oats, brown rice
and squash are a great source
of protein.
Kimeera Rao, a dietitian at
Howard University Hospital,
See EAT page A9
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ev1ew:
However, many of the
essays reiterate similar points
By Niambi Wilder
and may seem repetitive if read
Contributing Writer
back to back. Therefore,
Essence
Magazine's though entirely possible to do
Editorial Director, Susan L. so, the book is less effective if
Taylor, has compiled 22 of her finished in one sitting. Reading
most inspirational writings a few essays per day gives the
into a book appropriately titled reader time for meditation and
In The Spirit. The book's mes- self-reflection.
The type of day one is havsage of inspiration can help one
find his/her rhythm in this ing dictates the essays he/ she
may choose to read. For examdance called life.
In The Spirit is not a reli- ple, if one's faith is being testgious book, but rather a spiri- ed, he or she may turn to the
essay entitled "Renew Your
tual one.
Each essay - ranging from Faith" and receive Taylor's
three to seven pages in length inspiring words, "Wherever
- contains a life lesson and you are is where God is." If
there are pages in the back for someone's significant other is
the reader to write notes about testing their patience, he or she
personal revelations reached can be counseled by "Soul to
through these lessons.
Soul." Other issues addressed

See BAGGAGE page A9

hat You Eat

not indulge in eating meat.
Other people nix meat in
their diet for less philosophical
reasons.
Some adopt the vegetarian
diet for nutritional and economical purposes.
Better
weight control, lower rates of
diabetes and prevention of
some types of cancer has been a
benefit to vegetarians as well.
However, for others, vegetarianism is not even an option.
Thaddeus White, a junior
political science major, says he
loves meat.
"I love chicken breasts, all
that stuff," said White. "That's
why I wouldn't consider being a
vegetarian, but I can understand why some people are. We
as African Americans need to
monitor what we eat more
because we have high rates of
diabetes and high blood pressure."
Stephanie Goggans, a
freshman radio-television-film
major, said she tried to be a
vegetarian for a month and a
half but it didn't work for her.
"I tried it at home and it
was difficult because my mother wouldn't cook an alternate
meal for me," Goggans said.
Goggans also said it's an
important commitment that

•

tionships and so on and so on."
Both men and women can
be hurt and both can become
"playas."
A freshman dance major
who wishes to remain anonymous says she has felt the
painful mind games of a "playa"
and in turn carried her pain
into her next relationship.
"I was afraid to trust, so I
cheated," she says.
And while this "hurt or get
hurt" attitude can ruin many
meaningful relationships, most
people have or will demonstrate this attitude at least once
in their lives.
Mekkie Phillips, a junior
graphic design major, says she
has once committed the crime
of "cheat before being cheated
on."
"Although I was a lot
younger I really thought this
was the way to avoid being
hurt," she said.
Sophomore
psychology .
major Chris Jamison says that
although he has never been in a
serious relationship, he doesn't
see himself settling down anytime soon.

1r1

include losing a loved one allows the reader to better
("Passage"), making a fresh relate to her. This makes the
start ("New Beginnings") and reader more receptive to the
staying positive ("A Winning life lessons she imparts.
Attitude").
Anyone reading it, no matSomething that caught me ter the religion, will benefit
by surprise was the author's from the various messages that
openness about her past mis- it shares. There are several
takes, heartaches and failures. phrases in the book that engulf
"In The Spirit is a deeply per- these messages like, "The life
sonal book," Taylor admits in you are living reflects the life
the preface. "It's about my you have already established
healing and yours. It contains inside," which affirms the
the seeds I want to plant in our power of the mind to turn a
hearts and within our universal belief into a reality.
garden so that we can uplift our
Taylor's writings also
people and ease the suffering in remind us upon whose shoulders we stand with pride. "The
our world.
This book is not an autobi- survival of our ancestors who
ography, but it might as well lived through the Middle
be. Taylor humbles herself and
inserts deeply personal anecSee SPIRIT page A9
dotes within her essays, which
1
'
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The Ex-Factor: Are You
Really Over Him or Her?
BAGGAGE from A7

"I see what my friends go
through with their girls," he
said. "It's a lot of indecisiveness and confusion. I don't
have time for that."
Jamison adds that the
problem of exes has helped
steer him away from girls,
too.
"All the girls I have met
have issues that mainly come
from their old boyfriends," he
said.
So how does one not
bring old baggage into a new
relationship?
Hopskins recommends
avoiding thoughts of rekindling romances after they
have ended.
"Simply leave that old

girlfriend or boyfriend, hus- Wives Club, marriage experts
band or wife where they Lenore Millian, Ph.D. and
belong: in the past," she said. Stephen Millian, Ph.D., agree
"Remen1ber everyone is not that the temptation of past
the same and maybe that per- loves is sometimes hard to
son just could not compli- resist.
ment who you are as a per"Who among us has not
son."
tempted our senses-and our
Although, it is easier said fate-by once again exploring
than done, it can be done. the same territory in which
Relationships come and go; we found joy in other times
yet while we are with that and with other people,"
special someone we often feel
There are good people out
as if the relationship will last, there who want what you
"When moving on after a want in a relationship.
relationship has ended, giv- Preconceived notions and old
ing your self time to heal is relationship baggage will only
_the number one thing," said hinder you from seeing the
Hopskins. "This allows you to good in yourself and new
carefully evaluate what went relationships that may have a
wrong in you're past relation- chance of flourishing.
ship while also learning to
appreciate your single self."
In their book The Second

Book Review: In The Spirit
-

SPIRIT from A7

says one who is considering
becoming a vegetarian should
remember to take vitamins.
"People often feel that
eating green leafy vegetables

is sufficient but one must also
take protein supplements and
vitamins," said Rao. "Green
leafy vegetables are good for
iron."
As there are pros to a vegetarian diet, there are also
cons, If one is not interested

in a total vegetarian diet, it
may be wise to consider
adding additional vegetables
to consume all the recommended nutrients on a daily
basis.

'

Vegetarianism: You Are What You Eat
eating green leafy vegetables
is sufficient but one must
,
.,,
says one who is considering 'also take protein supple~
men ts and vitamins," said
becoming a vegetarian
Rao. "Green leafy vegetables
should remember to take
. '
are good for iron."
V1tam1ns.
As there are pros to a veg"People often feel that
etarian diet, there are also
EATfromA7

--,;

cons. If one is not interested
in a total vegetarian diet, it
may be wise to consider
adding additional vegetables
to consume all the recommended nutrients on a daily
basis.
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4th & incfies ...
By Soraya N. McDonald
Sports Editor

Are You
Ready For
Some
Football?
Bernard Murray
Sports Editor
Man, it's football season
already?
First, I want to give one
more shout out to the
Buccaneers. Big ups to the
underdawgs who did the
unthinkable and proved once
again that while offense sells
tickets, defense wins games.
Now we can finally put
last year's upset behind us.
But before we begin a
new season, it's only proper
that we take a moment it
silence and pay our respects
to Jerry Rice's Super Bowl
hopes because they have been
put to rest ...
Aight, the 2003-2004
football season is officially
underway with the first game
yesterday
between
the
Washington Redskins and
the New York Jets.
I'll give my predictions
and forecasts for this season,
but first let me comment on
the festivities that took place .
downtown D.C.
Washingtonians
were
more than happy to host the
pre-opening game gala that
had everything a football
fanatic could ask for.
As hundreds of thousands of people flocked to
The Mall and took part in the
football festivities, there were
thousands of students, black
students, who hadn't received
their immunizations shots
required for school.
Wait, hold the phone,
these students didn't have the
proper facilities to complete
their pre-first day obligations
for school?
No, they didn't.
As parents and students
spent their entire Labor Day
Saturday in line waiting for
their shots in 90 plus degree
weather, the city had $10 million dollars to spend on the
pre-NFL season.
Since when is football
more important than an education?
Wait, I forgot. This is
America: Land of the TerrorFree, Home of the Paid.
It all makes sense ...
This was no accident.
This society puts more
emphasis on athletes than it
does
on
education.
Companies endorse athletes
giving them millions of dollars to skip college and go
directly to the NBA.
I am not name-dropping,
just making sense of it all.
Back to the point at hand,
the NFL.
The Buccaneers are playing with a target on there
back and could find themselves in the super bowl
•
again.
See FOOTBALL page 82

I

With
classes
already
monopolizing most of your
time, notes are something
most Howard students dread
looking over. Bt1t here are
son1e you'll definitely want to
read.
The season for MEAC football starts tomorrow, and this
year promises to be more compelling than ever, especially in
the absence of the annoyingly
talented FAMU Rattlers, who
migrated to Division I-A football this summer. What does
that mean? Almost every team
in the MEAC has a strangely
reasonable chance of becoming
conference champions with the
right amount of luck. The talent is there; fans should be
prepared to sit back to watch
the battle to the top.
1) Bethune-Cookman
College (11-2 Overall, 7-1
MEAC):
While other MEAC teams
1nay have a reasonable chance
at the conference title, they're
still going to need luck to get
past the Wildcats first, who
swept the conference last year
for the title, their first in 14
years. Coach Alvin Wyatt and
the '02 Wildcats gave BCC its
first taste of what it's like to
make an NCAA I-AA appeara11ce as well, and now the Cats
are hungry for more.
Despite the loss of favored
wide receiver Erik Lash,
returning quarterback Allen
Suber will undoubtedly cause
irritation for defensive coordinators around the conference.
'fl1e "Suberman's" season was

cut short last year because of a
foot injury, but l1e is healthy
110,-v and anxio11s to launch
passes to wide receivers Unri
Tl1omas and Patrick Brown.
Defensive tc1ck Rasl1ean
;\1athis, whose record-breaking
interceptions helped lead hi1n
to a job with the Jacksonville
Jaguars, leaves the biggest "
void for the Wildcats to fill.
Matl1is was a second-round
pick in the 2002 NFL Draft. •
But his absence doesn't mean
the Wildcats don't have a secondary. Watch out for defen- .
sive back Tor-El Robinson,
who will fill Mathis' shoes.
GAME TO WATCH: vs.
Morgan State, October 4. After
their first winning season in 23
years, the Bears are a little
more cocksure and they want it

all - if only to prove last year
wasn't a fluke. Don't be surprised if they mop the field
witl1 burgundy.

because of his ar1n and his
ability to run the ball.
With forty retur11ing lettermen, head coach Donald
Hill-Eley and the Bears enter
the season with one theme in
mind "Unfinished Business."

2) Hampton University
(7-5 Overall; 5-3 MEAC):
Isaac Hilton eats quarterbacks for breakfast. The preseason defensive player of the
year led the conference in
sacks last year with 13 for a
loss of 94 yards, and his
cohorts Samuel Murphy, Paul
White, and Gerald Perry, join
him to give the Pirates one of
the strongest defensive lines in
the conference.

. 4) South Carolina
State University (7-5
Overall, 4-4 MEAC):
The Bulldogs looked
promising at the beginning
of last season, with a 5-1
start, but were unable to
1nai11tain tl1eir mo1nentum
down the stretch; SCSU had
only two wins in their last six
games.

But coach Joe 'faylor
makes sure he covers all l1is
bases; last season the Pirate
Quarterback
Reese
offense finished ninth in the McCampbell proved to be
country, averaging almost 34 one of tl1e keys to the Bulldog
points a game. Veteran run- offense. McCan1pbell rt1shed
ning back Rian Thompson will 841 yards and 5 touchdowns,
lead anchor Hampton's run- yet also completed 54.5% of
ning game, while a clear stand- · his passes.
The passing
out wide receiver has not yet game will be spearheaded by
been determined.
three gifted wide receivers:
senior Aaron Alexander,
In addition, Hampton's University of Georgia transconsistently strong special fer Tavarus Morgan, and
teams unit will be 1nissing punt Kelley King.
returner Zuriel Smith, who was
Soutl1 Carolina's weal,
i11strumental
in..
leading spot will be their defensive
Hampton to the top spot in line, which lacks depth and
punt return rankings a1nong I- experience; the Bulldogs will
AA football.
be looking to Dreak Pooler
and Lester Davis to head up
GAME TO WATCH: vs. the
linebacking · corps
Howard, Septe1nber 13. It's instead.
not just the classic annual battle of the HUs. This year, the
GAME TO WATCH: vs.
pressure is on the Bison to Delaware State, November 1.
redeem tl1en1selves from last Don't let the Hornets' rankyear's embarrassing 51-2 deci- ing fool you. They were able
sion, or at the very least, score to beat a formidable SCSU
a touchdown this tin1e.
tea1n last season by a touchdown, but can they repeat it?
3)
Morgan
State
University (7-5 Overall, 53 MEAC):
.
·Last season, senior runni11g back T.J. Stallings did
nothing but create havoc for
his opponents. The young Bear
finished with surreal statistics,
leading the conference in scoring with 23 touchdowns, a11d
rushing with 1169 yards.

5) Howard University
(6-5 Overall, 4-4 MEAC):
The Howard Bison may
well end up being the
Cinderella of MEAC football
this year.
Circumstances
weren't looking too bright for
the Bison at the e11d of last
season; they lost 24 seniors,
including starting quarterback Donald Clark.

Stallings might be gone,
but that doesn't mean coaches
and players can breathe easy.
The Bears are still coming .
down from the high of their· ·
first winning season in 23
years, and they don't plan to go
anywhere soon, as evidenced
by a preseason win last wee!,
over Towson University, 19-16.

However, this season will
prove just how fruitful
Howard's recruiting . efforts
were. Head coach Ray Petty
has
some
dangerous
weapons tlp his sleeve with
El Ca1nino transfer quarterback Ron Venters and
Virginia Tech transfer running
back
Antoine
Rutherford.

Quarterback
Bradshaw
Littlejohn is expected to be a ··
dyna1nic
· part of the offense
,

•
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See PREVIEW page 82
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Road Trip: HU Gears Up for Season of Travel
By ShaDeena A. Russell
Contributing Writer
The

Bison

men's

women's soccer teams
spent weeks in practice, p
ing their performances Ji r the
upcoming season and
am
optimistic despite the 1 ming
fact that the season
begin
with away games.
Women's Soccer
Head Coach Michelle
is confident about the
games.
"I feel good about the la
playing their first three games
away. This gives the team the
chance to get in some practice
games before playing at home,"
Street said. "The team tends to
play with more structure and
teamwork at away games. At
home, they get comfortable and
play as individuals."
Street is not worried about
the team being affected by the
road games. Even though the
Bison family won't be present to

beer .i:hem on, there will be a
·ent nimlQer of parents
a d fri ds t games to make
th earn feel comfortable
The team's tnl>ughts are a
rtflection of Street's.
Angel Uglliovhe and Allison
Smith bofu agree that hough
being away for the first few
games will be challenging, it
will be a victorious experience.
"I think 1t will be tough, but
h
~ s good chemistry
11.nd I thinlQ-we will be okay "
ghi he said.
Smith agreed. "I think it
will lie .okay. It's a change
be~use i 's so far away and
we're missing classes," she said.
t's going to be a different
a
ere. Otl1envise, I don't
care- exc t for missing classes."
The team, they s , has th:
necessary skills to adjust and
become a stronger support system for each other. Smith and
Ughiovhe, freshmen, gave contrasting perspectives on their
nervousness about playing
away gan1es.

"I am very nervous about
the new surroundings and
.
.
1mpress1ng
my teammates, "
said Ughiovhe.
Smith, on the other hand,
has a lot of belief in her team.
"I'm not nervous, because I'll
have my teammates there and
that's all I need," she said.
Erica Jackson, a physical
therapy major, said, "I think
[playing away] will be helpful to
our performance since we will
have warmed-up and practiced
for our home games." Jackson
thinks it would be a good idea to
start some type of shuttle service to provide the students with
transportation to and from
away games.
Ebo11i Pearce, a broadcast
journalism major, said playing
a,vay games "doesn't really
matter to me. A game is a game
regardless of ,vhere it's at.'
Pearce also agrees that
playing away ,viii not affect the
team's performance because,
"we don't have a lot of fans
show up anyw\ly. We usually
only see our fam1I oi;_ the men's

-~

·-

soccer team supporting us."
Men's Soccer
Speaking of Men's soccer,
they also had a few things to say
about the season starting away.
"The season starting away
will be okay. We usually start
away at Georgetown anyway,"
said assistant coach Curtis
Landy.
"Playing away is not difficult, but it is nice to play ~t
home, in familiar surroundin~s
with the fans around."
Incoming freshman R{ia.J).
Mapp and senior Nasir Wa,d~
both agree that games are a Intie harder away withol'r th&.
support of the fans, buf tfir, are
manageable.
"We have some ~ans ffeesent, like parents, but not as
many as we have at home
games," Wade said.
Both also agree that their
"game" is not affected while
playing away games.
"We actually play harder at
away games than when we are
at home," said Mapp.

He admitted that he was
nervous about coming off the
bench in the beginning of his
first season, but did what he
had to do on tl;ie field.
Unfo~~tely, all three
believe th.at,lfuJ!- support from
the sc]f\fl ·
not there.
"I thi
ort from the
home fa
be better,"
SjY.Q CoajNl,andy.
"'w/c!.e considered the fans
fr0
rd to be " ... not as
ta· fhl as they should be. We
r¢e~ win more games to get
'1110
ans, because when we
don't win, nobody wants to
shtil(up and support us," Wade
'A,jd.
-Both the Men's and
Women's Teams clain1ed that
there is no difference between
playing away and at home.
In fact, they sometimes feel
they actually play better away.
If teams are representing
Howard athletics on the road,
Jackson may have the right idea
by getting shuttle buses for students to go and support them.

•
rev1e

By Mike Lyles
Contributing Writer
American Football
Conference
For the past few NFL seasons, the AFC's Eastern
Conference Division has been
the most competitive division
in the American Conference
and arguably the most competitive division in the league.
This year will be no different as the Buffalo Bills, Miami
Dolphins, and New England
Patriots will all compete for
the division crown and the
conference title.
With the free agent additions of defensive tackle Sam
Adams from Oakland and
linebacker Takeo Spikes of
Cincinnati, the Bills defense
should be able to bring a lot
more "funk" to the party than
they did last year.
Couple their revamped
defense with their explosive
offense, and opponents will
find that a trip to Orchard
Park to play the Bills will be
anything but pleasant.
In Miami, the addition of
Junior Sean will further
improve an already stout
defense.
The huge question to be
answered remains at quarterback, where neither Jay
Fiedler nor Brian Griese has
shown they have the tools to

take a team to the Super
Bo.wl.
Last year the Patriots forgot how they went about winning the Super Bowl in 2001.
If their off-season acquisitions of linebacker Roosevelt
Colvin and safety Rodney
Harrison are any indication, it
seems that Bill Bellicheck and
his staff have now remembered and plan to go back to
their 'run the ball, stop the
run' philosophy. ·
The Patriots could be
returning to the NFL's elite in
2003.
Outside of the talentladen Eastern Division, expect
the Pittsburgh Steelers to
build on last year's performance and repeat as AFC North
Champions. However, the
recent nightclub shooting
injury to stud linebacker Joey
Porter will complicate the
process, especially coupled
with the return of Ravens' allworld linebacker Ray Lewis,
and
the
always
pesky
Cleveland Browns in the same
division.
In the AFC South, it is
expected to be a two-team
race between the Indianapolis
Colts and the Tennessee
Titans.
Neither team had any
major off-season additions,
but each of them hopes to
improve from within.
This is especially true of
the Colts, who return a

healthy Edgerrin James at
running back.
Out in the West Division,
the Raiders will attempt to
ride their veteran horses

TM

another run at a Super Bowl
title. The Broncos, Chiefs,
and Chargers were all very
successful in free agency
though, and this division fig-

Life's a Sport: Play Hard
By Bernard Murray
Sports Editor
Whoever said being an
athlete is easy, has never
been an athlete.
After playing four years
of sports in high school, the
main reason why students
passed on being a full-time
athlete was because it was so
demanding.
Intercollegiate sports are
no joke.
At Howard, it's taken to
the next level. When a student is an athlete, sports are
their life.
·
Unlike the academic
year, two semesters consisting of16 weeks of classes,
athletes continue their commitment year around.
Athletes don't stop just
because academics do.
Spring, winter and summer vacations are either nonexistent or cut short and they
•
•
continue
to train.
If one week, one month,
is taken off, an athlete and
the team could lose a season's worth of conditioning.
The most popular break
for a student hiatus from the
classes to the beaches of
Cancun, Miami or some
island, spring sports are in
the climax of their season.
For the track team,
there's no time for a spring
breaks.
"Spring break's key. It's
in the heart of our season.
We can't afford to lose a
week," said Merritt.
Rarely do colleges have
the same spring break. As a
result, the Track Bison have
to prepare for the competition in big meets like NC
State, UNC-Charlotte and the
Colonial Relays at William
and Mary whenever they can.
"We have to produce the
times. Most meets have standards and we need these
meets to qualify for MEAC

and NCAA regionals," said
Merritt. "There are no guarantees."
Merritt doesn't play
when it comes to his athletes
being present and accounted
for at practice during spring
break.
He said that being
involved in intercollegiate
athletics means there are certain sacrifices to make it to
the next level.
"If they decide to go on
break, that shows a lack of
commitment. If partying is
more important, they don't
need to be a part of this program," Merritt warned.
"They have a lifetime to
party, if they can't take one
week to train for competition, something's wrong. One
week out of 53 isn't going to
kill them"
Since spring is crucial for
track and the Men's and
Women's basketball teams,
they often battle with first
semester finals and winter
vacation.
"Winter break is the
worst time. There's constant
conditioning," said Men's
Basketball
Head
Coach
Frankie Allen.
During their 10-day period with no scheduled games
(December 20-29), Coach
Allen makes his team go back
to the basics of running and
conditioning.
Women's
Basketball
Head Coach Cathy Parson
has a similar regiment.
"They get five or six days
off for Christmas and they
come back to two-a-days to
try and recover," Coach
Parson said.
Parson also expressed
her feelings of satisfaction
because of the evolution of
women's basketball and the
advantages her players have
when they do go home.
Conditioning is consistent with every sport at
Howard.

The NFC South Division . will come from the New York
features the defending Super Giants, who have focused all
Bowl Champion Tampa Bay off-season on improving their
Buccaneers, who have added special teams that cost them a
National Football
depth this year on offense, playoff game last season.
Conference
and still feature their impregWashington is the wildnable defense that is eager to card in this division and the
hit somebody in the mouth. conference. They added key
They are the popular pick to free agents like Laveranues
repeat.
Coles and Randy Thomas, but
The Atlanta Falcons, who there are still concerns at
are without quarterback Mike quarterback with Patrick
Vick to start the season, will Ramsey, and at running back
still be a viable threat in this with Trung Candidate.
division and can • still chalCandidate is a quality
lenge for a conference title back but is not on former runwhen Vick returns.
ning back Stephen Davis's
Also, the New Orleans level.
Saints have improved their
In the NFC West, the
defense and look to contend Rams will be boosted by the
as well.
healthy return of running
Brett Favre returns for back Marshall Faulk and
another year with the Green quarterback Kurt Warner.
Bay Packers, and his team is
Their young defense has
eager to rebound from the improved vastly, and the
previous two years' embar- Rams figure to be among the
rassing playoff exits.
conference's elite once again.
The Bears have added
Seattle has a talented
quarterback Kordell Stewart, young team with young stars
but they, along with the like running back Shaun
Vikings and the young Detroit Alexander, and wide receiver
Lions, figure to trail behind Koren Robinson, and the
the Packers for at least anoth- 49ers will again count on Jeff
er season.
Garcia and Terrell Owens to
In the East, the Eagles connect for big plays.
suffered a big free agent loss
when stud defensive end
Sources:
ESPN.com,
Hugh Douglass departed for NFL.com, Street and Smith's
the Jags, but Philly still has 2003 Pro Football Yearbook
. Like the AFC, the NFC is Donovan
Mcnabb
and
anchored by a division that arguably the best secondary in
features three teams capable football.
of Super Bowl berths.
Their main competition

ures to be just as competitive
as the AFC East.

Coaches encourage their
athletes to work hard and
have fun, but don't get it
twisted, it's not a game. The
level of their conditioning
helps these athletes compete
against other colleges for
bragging rights.
But within the team,
Howard players compete for
position.
The battle for pt (playing
time) can be just as intense
as the game itself.
The factor that distinguishes one athlete from
another is their training routine.
Women's Soccer Head
Coach Michelle Street said it
boils down to motivation.
"They know we're always
recruiting athletes," she said.
"They have to keep improving to keep their spot."
Coach Street rotates her
players to find that right
combination on the field.
Rotation is also a key element for Merritt.
Several times during the
season, meets will see two or
three Howard teams in the
4X100 and 4X400. Merritt
wants to find the right combination of runners for his
relays to run in the bigger
meets.
"The freshmen," Parson
said, "have come in and
changed the mold. They're on
fire and the seniors have a
level of work ethic we haven't
seen before."
Seniority doesn't exist on
her team.
It doesn't matter the
year, if a player, freshman of
senior, shows Parson that
she's hard working and dedicated, she will start.
Everyone on her team
has to bring their A-game
because, "there are no guaranteed spots. A player earns
her spot. My favorite player
is one who follows instructions and has the complete
package."

MEAC FOOTBALL PREVIEW
PREVIEW from 81

Success of the Bison
offense this season will
depend on the strength and
athleticism of an offensive
line that features tackle
Brandon Torrey, center
Richard Dorceus, and tackle
Dominique Richardson, who
was able to make an effective
transition from the tight-end
position.
The stinging Bison secondary is arguably the
strongest unit on the team
and definitely one of the
deepest in the conference.
Howard's kicking game
should also see marked
improvement this year with
sophomore punter Vaughn
Waters and place kicker
Alessandro Marchesini both
healthy.

The Hilltop
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North Carolina
A&T State University (48 Overall, 2-6 MEAC):
The Aggies painted a picture of disappointment last
season, especially after being
picked to finish second in the
conference behind FAMU.
Conversely, many teams
were able to exploit the weaknesses of a spread offense
that lacked rhythm. This
year, A&T is starting from the
bottom and rebuilding its
squad, starting with . rookie
head coach George Small.
6)

Both sides of the ball will
look different this season;
Small is featuring .a pro-set
offense and a base 4-3
defense that reflects his NFL
•
experience.
The Aggies' potency lies
in their young, but fast
defense. Four new linemen,
including Clemson transfer
Marcus Lewis, will try to
improve weakened pass-rush
capabilities. Their secondary, anchored by seniors
Curtis
Deloatch,
Eddie
Ravenell,
and
Charles
Parham, will be one of the
stronger units on the team as
well.
GAME TO WATCH: vs.
Norfolk State, October 4.
The NSU game is the Aggies'
first MEAC contest. Though
Norfolk is picked to finish
last, their personnel changes
could prove to be effective in
scoring against such a green
team.

Delaware State
University (4-8 Overall,
2-6 MEAC):
The Hornets were able to
sting a bummed-out Howard
football team last season for
one of two conference wins
after in the Bison's last game
of the season.
Delaware certainly has an
advantage when it comes to
field position and special
teams in kick returner
7)

DeShaun
Morris,
who
returned 25 kicks for 708
yards.
Head
coach
Ben
Blacknall will welcome the
eligibility of quarterback
Kean Frazier, who sat out last
season for academic reasons,
though
junior
Andrew
Blackston is the most experienced.

8)
Norfolk
State
University (5-6 Overall,
2-6 MEAC):
This is a defining year for
the Spartans, who have a new
head coach in Willie Gillus,
who has no previous college
coaching experience.
All eyes are on Gillus to
see if he is the charm that can
pull Norfolk State out of a six
year slump. But Gillus, who
was lucky to have 14 returning starters and 38 returning
lettermen, is excited.
On the offense, the
Spartans have an experienced and quick offensive
line, led by center Eric
Escujuri and tackle Dante
Kendall. The line will likely
be protecting junior quarterback Dontrell Leonard the
most
experienced
of
Norfolk's three choices.
Norfolk will rely on speed
at the linebacker position,
with juniors Ben Harges and
Kevin Talley being the
unquestioned leaders.

Are You Ready For Some Football?
READY from 81

And with Vick out, the
Falcons may be a grounded
bird.
I am not a Falcons fan
but don't count them out
just yet.
Remember
when
McNabb went down in the
latter half of the season, the
Eagles, behind A.J. Feeley
still made the playoffs.

Do we see a connection?
Two mobile quarterbacks playing for teams
who are named after birds.
Hmmm .... What do you
think the out come will be?
My pick to win it all?
hands down, the Broncos.
Let's think about it ... TD
is out, but defenses would
have sworn they've seen his
ghost in second year half

back Clinton Portis.
1500 yards for a rookie
ain't bad only fourth in the
NFL
behind
Ricky
Williams,
LaDainian
Tomlinson
and
Priest
Holmes.
The addition of Jake
"The Snake" Plummer, the
Broncos are going to bit
through
any
defense,
including the Raiders.
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THE OFFICE OF THE PROVOST! ON BEHALF OF PRESIDENT H, PATR.fCK
SWYGERT AND THE UNIVERSIT'f COMMUNITY, WISHES TO THANK EVERYONE
WHO CONTRIBUTED TO A VERY SUCCESSFUL OPENING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR,
ESPECIALLY.
Cabinet Officers and their Units

Information Systems and Services

Special Student Services

Bookstore (HUBS)

Residence Life

Parking and Shuffle Operations

Stude,nt Life and A •· · ·es

Dining Services
.· Campus Police

Student Activities

'

International Student Services

Student Health Center

Blackbum Center

Team Physicians

Scheduling

Switchboard

Intercollegiate Athletics

Pre-Orientation & all Summer Programs

Athletics Compliance

HUSA

1.)nive,~ty Counseling and Career
services

Student Councils

.i:Enrollment Management

UGSA&GSA

tntemational Pals

,

. :Records

Campus Pals,

Ad,missions

The Hilltop

Recruitment
All Schools and Colleges

Zeta Phi Beta. Delta Sigma Thetal Omega
Psi Phi. A1pha Kappa Alpha

Academia Advising Units

Tea.mLeaders

University Libraries

Resident Assistants

Financial Aid and Student
Employment

Graduate Assistants

A Few Good Men

Student Financial SeNices

Gentlemen of Drew

Administrative Services

Physical Facilities

Ladies of the Quad

nagement

Cash'ers and Student Accounts

... and, of cours
ch and
very staff and faculty member.
f
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Deeperth

If ·our lives ' were television
sitcoms, everything would be
much simpler. Most of our problems would be solved in a half
hour, we would have new clothes
everyday, and every summer
would be a vacation
Unfortunately that isn't our
reality, which goes to sl1ow that
art doesn't inlitate life. The most
recent example of this hails from
the last two episodes of this past
season's "Sex and the . City" on
HBO.
Miranda, a white woman,
started a relationship with one of
her new tenants, Dr. Robert
Leeds, who was played by the
always sn1ooth Blair Underwood.
In the end, Miranda and Leeds
confess their feelings for one
another, and were last seen making a human chocolate and vanilla swirl with their naked bodies.
Applause goes to "Sex and
the City'' for finally giving tl1e
show some color, but it certainly
wasn't the first time we've see11
interracial relationships played
ont on television.
Back in the seventies arid
eighties "The Jefferson's" had
Tom and Helen Willis, one of the
frrst interracial relationships on
TV. More recently, shows like the

now syndicated, "Boy Meets
World," "Will and Grace," and
"Friends" have also taken a stab
at depicting black and white love
011 the small screen.
When shows with all white
casts finally decide to introduce a
black love interest, there is a tendency to treat the relationship
like any other relationship. And
in a way they should. After all,
people are people, and love is a
colorblind en1otion that transcends race.
But there is a problem with
this approach.
By treating the black and
white love affair as the norm
rather than tile social novelty it
really is, television producers are
missing tile point. Sure our society is beco . g more and more
progressive and the Jim Crow era
has come and gone, but for n1any
people, interracial relationships
ren1ain a foreign concept ..
In real life, most people who
decide to date outside tlleir race
are bombarded with questions
and ,~ewed by others with a
heavy dose of skepticism. Try as
they may, these couples can't
avoid the ob,~ous-that at some
point tlley will have to acknowledge tlleir differences, and once
tlley do, they n1ay not live l1appily
ever after. Anyone who has dated
outside of their race would tell
you the experience is different
from dating ,vithin their race.
These shows need to be honest and let people know the beauty and pains of interracial dating.
Otllerwise, tile minority in tile
relationship is just a decoration,
and really has no purpose.
Having two people who are of different backgrounds, come together, is tile perfect way to add more
character to the show overall.
Hopefully" o_ne show vvill
come along and explore tile subject in at least one episode,
because only on television ,viii tile
issue ~e resolved in 30 mmutes.

• • •
It's normal to feel like a
sissy, if only for a moment,
especially since the end result
of self-pampering is so rewarding. Manicures, pedicures, and
facials are not just for the
vvives or girlfriends anymore.
Until recently, for most men, a
regular grooming routine consisted of shaving vvith a BIC
every day and a weekly, biweekly or monthly haircut,
depending on how long a guy
can go until he starts to look
like Teen Wolf vvith a Rogaine
prescription.
Though the
Marlboro Man 1s probably

lived during that time. Men
were fastidious in their grooming habits and, though their
resources may have been limited, most were impeccably
dressed.
Toward the 196o's and
197o's, men began to take certain liberties vvith grooming
and dressing, adding more colors to the collective palette and
allowing for more creativity
vvith hairstyles. Somewhere
between the 1970s and 1990s,
men stopped caring about how
they looked. Fussing over
attire became the concern of
women,
while
grooming
became a simple chore . .
It makes sense for men to

spinning in his grave, men are

care about their appearance.

By Shaka Shaw

Contributing Writer

taking better care of them- Many of the public figures and
selves.
fictional characters we appreKnown as metrosexuals, ciate are quite snazzy dressers
recent media has been replete and unquestionably wellvvith references to straight men groomed. Ian Fleming's James
who are concerned vvith their Bond
character,
an
appearance and, like women, indomitable ladies' man, was
are reclaiming their identity as always impeccably dressed and
objects of desire. Men's maga- well-mannered .
zines, Calvin Klein ads and Blaxploitation-era icon Shaft
even sports . marketing have was also a fashion role model
taken advantage of the male for many black men in the
vanity movement. Quite sim- 1970s.
ply, men are starting to care.
Recently, rap mogul Dame
Looking through old pho- Dash, in a recent GQ article,
tographs of Black college stu- admitted to getting pedicures
dents in the early 1900s, there and manicures.
is a common thread among
"Men who take care of
these and most people who their appearance are no less

Where to Get the

l~
For fairly cheap prices on
1nanicurcs and pedicures, many
nail shops in the area such as Joy's
Nails in Ada1n's Morgan offer
affordable treatn1cnts, including a
n1anicurc and pcdicun: with a hot
stone n1assagc for $50.
Facials are best left to specialty 8alons, such as Georgette
Klinger, an upscale skincare salon, ,
located at the Chevy Chase i
Pavilion. For a n1ore rnasculinc, j
!high-end treatn1ent, check ouf
the Groo1ning Lounge, located on
L Street.
The Gronn1ing Lounge caters
-specifically to n1cn, offering facial,
hand and foot treatments, hair:cuts, shaves and massages. Go
!online
and . check
out
wvvvv.groon1inglounge.co1n
for
n1orc details, including rates.
This site, as \.vell as l
;\V\V\v.n1encsscntials.corn,
offer
insightful tips anJ advice on hovv
you can keep yourself groon1ed I
and looking good fro1n hnn1c.
1

1

macho than those who don't,"
says Ramone Bradley, a junior
public relations major. "It
leads to progress in many situations, including jobs and
advances in social rank."
Tia Lance, a senior legal
communications major vvith a
concentration in pre-law,
agrees and is a supporter of the
male vanity movement, stating
that proper grooming is an
attractive quality. "I don't
think it's feminine. It just
shows an interest in good
hygiene," she says. "What type
of woman wants a man who
doesn't take care of himself?
Most women are dying to have
a man who would clean his
nails just once."
Basic hand and foot care
starts vvith everyday maintenance, from regular moisturizing
to
nail
trimming.
However, it is recommended to
see the experts about once a
month for more in-depth care.
Getting facials can also feel like
a new level of "dainty." Once
you get past the initial feelings
of girlishness, however, it is
quite the reward for the working man. Not only does one
leave vvith a clear and clean
face, but the experience can be
relaxing.
Megan Jones, a licensed
nail technician who operates
out of Cincinatti, has done

pedicures and manicures for a
number of males, most of
whom are heterosexual.
"The majority of my male
clients are professional men
who are treated to a full day at
the spa by wives or girlfriends," she says. "Men are
often uneasy when it comes to
these things, but over time,
they get used to it because it's
so relaxing."
With the increasing number of fashion magazines (GQ
gains 1,000 new readers per
month) and vanity products on
the market geared toward men,
it's almost a conscious effort
not to take interest in grooming and appearance. So even if
you have to watch all of the
Rocky films in succession after
leaving the salon to get your
machismo back in order, take
that first step and get yourself
a MAN-icure. And whatever
you do, by no means should
you accept the clear polish that
the manicurist vvill offer you.
"Especially in a professional setting, it is often the little
things that stand out," Jones
says. "For example, at a job
interview, dirty fingernails can
convey a negative message
about a person. Also, peclicures, manicures, and other
spa services .are relaxing. Men
deserve to be pampered just as
much as women."

RUGGED ALTERNATIVE
and
peclicure
feet.
Metrosexuals take the fun out
of being a woman.
What significant role do I
He would like to be known
as a woman play in a relation- as some sort of fashion icon.
ship vvith a metro sexual? Only My boyfriend and I would share
one deciphering factor comes the desire to be recognized by
to mind: which restroom we those in the fashion "know."
report to. Metrosexuals are Moreover, if I am one week
men who engage in feminine over due for an acrylic fill, I
activities like mani- __________ don't want to hear
cures, pedicures,
my
boyfriend
and
extensive
assure he'll put me
designer shopping.
in the appointHowever, they are
ment book later
not homosexuals.
when he gets his
Still, they are not _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ little "mani" and
the type of men that I would "peti."
consider dating. I couldn't fatllI just want a rugged black
om dating a metrosexual man.
because my desire and attracI will be ultimately satisfied
tion to a more masculine man is vvitll a man in a pro club (or
too immense. I am not keen AAA), Timberlands, a sexy
about my boyfriend's eyebrow smile and a pair of Sean Jean
appointment being one half jeans. That's a good boyfriend
hour before mine. Should we to me. A man who doesn't know
carpool together?
where I shop. The little jewels
I enjoy the look on my of a relationship are how men
boyfriends face when he finds and woman are so different and
out I color my eyebrows in. I yet yearn for each other's affecalso love when a man sees me tion. I do believe there are
in a Chloe suit and is unable to women at HU who are truly
identify how I am so classy and attracted to metrosexuals, so
beautiful. Or how a man com- please don't change. But as for
pares his rugged hands and feet me, keep your Benneton shirt.
to my soft manicured hands I'll take the cutie in the fitted.

By B. Kristina Mack
Contributing Writer

One
Woman's
Perspective

•

PHOTO BY MAYA GILLIAM

Some women still prefer their men to dress down in a traditional way.
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Ten Things Every
Girl Should Own
By Jennifer L. Williams
Asst. Life & Style Editor

ment of colors to choose from,
the track suit is sure to get a lot
of use throughout the year.

8. Stiletto Heels: (A
word of advice, ladies: LEARN
THE RIGHT way to walk in
heels before you wear the out in
public. This can save you a lot
of time and keep you from
embarrassing
yourself.)
Stilettos give added drama to
any outfit you put on. Go classic and get a pair in basic black
leather, or go bold and get a
colorful pair, from lipstick red,
to fuchsia, to aqua blue.

In the ever-changing world
Want your own? Buy
of fashion, there are countless
trends that we are bombarded one at: H&M or Urban
with every season. With so Outfitters
many styles to choose from, it's
4.
Tl1e Little Black
hard to figure out what will be
Want your own? Buy a
stylish two weeks after you pur- Dress: Nothing is easier to slip pair at: Nine West or
chase it. A remedy? Staples, on and dress up than a black Nordstrom
those articles of clothing that dress. Play with color and pair
are timeless, go with every- your dress with a bright bag or
thing, and ,viii never go out of scarf, or keep it simple with an
style.
unfussy necklace. With so
many cuts and fabrics to
1.
The Jean Jacket: choose from, you can't go
From dark denim to light wash- wrong.
es, from motorcycle styling to
classic cut, the jean jacket is the
Want your own? Buy
fashion staple that has the one at: Macy's or Elle
power to give any outfit you put
on a stylish edge. For this sea5. Black Pants: The person, , most jacket shapes are fect addition to any closet,
cropped and fit closer to the black pants instantly dress up
9. A Bright Top: Sure to
body, to give you a polished, any top you own. They also
add a punch to anything you
sleek look.
have the ability to take you wear, vibrant tops are easy to
from day to evening, with a wear, and are flattering to your
" Want your own? Buy simple change of shoes or jewupper body. Also, bright tops
one at:
The
Gap
or
FCUK
elry.
Black
pants
also
go
with
•
go with neutral colors, so figureverything, so you can easy ing out what to match with
solve your "what to wear"
what is not difficult.
dilemma.
Want your own? Buy a
pair at: Express ("The editor"
pants are a great choice.)
6.

A Good Pair of

Jeans: Jeans that are both
stylish and comfortable are definitely something every girl
should own. A good pair of
jeans should be able to withstand countless washing without loosing their shape.
Additionally, a good pair of
2.
The Wife Beater: jeans should sit well (not necesThis versatile little tank goes sarily tightly) and play up your
with virtually every pair of best assets. This fall, long and
pants and every skirt 'that you lean is the shape of choice for
own., Plus,
as wife beaters tend denim, with various washes
to ,be quite~thin, ):hey are per- ranging from indigo to lighter,
fect f~r l'\):';ering underneath worn washes.
~hirt;s for 11/,e;\'PComing fall and
winter
months.
Popular styles
Want your own? Buy a
.,
:l,
this,, sea~81) ,_,,il).Clude satin pair at: Closet or Bebe
trii_nmed ~'\!'/.<~, as well as
mo!}ogram11,1ed.
7.
Diamond Studs:
These small jewels add classiWant your own? Buy ness and polish to any outfit.
one .a t,: Wet Seal or Arden B.
As elegant as they are timeless,
studs make the transition from
;' __- 3. Track Suits: These day to night effortlessly, as they
t:wo,piec,e suits that were, match every style combination
immensely
popular all last sea- that you can put together.
,
s9n are still just as popular
now. Being both stylish and
Want your own? Buy a
comfortable is as easy as put- pair at: Claire's or Impostors
ting on one of these matching (For ladies with deeper pocksets. This fall, countless vari- ets, Kay Jewelers or DeBeer's
eties of these suits are avail- are two places to get the real
able, including fur-trimmed thing.)
and chenille. With an assort1.h.'

Want your own? Buy
one at: Up Against the Wall

A Nice Hat/Head
Wrap: Regardless of how fashionable you are, bad hair days
happen to us all. Skip the
drama of figuring out what to
do with your hair and hide it
under a chic hat, or wrap it
under a pretty scarf. Brimmed
hats are always popular, as are
streamlined messenger caps.
10.

Want your own? Buy
one
at:
Commander
Salamander or FCUK

The Columbus of Funkytown

PHOTO COURTSEY OF WHAT ARE RECORDS?

Maceo Parkerwill be performing at the 9:30 club on
Saturday, September 13.

By Jozen Cummings
Life and Style Editor

Most legends want to be
treated and looked on as such.
They do not care who you are.
Just know who they are, and
everything will be okay. But
saxophonist Maceo Parker is
different. He is humble, and
almost to a fault.
Perhaps if the legendary
saxophonist did more to put
his name out there, he would
be granted the same recognition as legends. If there were
ever a Mt. Rushmore of funk
music, Parker's head would
definitely be on there because
people have certainly heard
him. His solo on James
Brown's "Papa's Got a Brand
New Bag," is as recognizable

as the Godfather of Soul's
vocals. Still, do not bow down
to Parker, he would rather you
just stand up and dance to his
•
music.
"I have a respect for people to do what they want me to
do," Parker says from his
home in Kinston, N.C. "I've
taken bows and I've been in
the spotlight, but I don't need
all that recognition."
Parker's humility is obvious on his latest studio effort
Made by Maceo. On it, Parker
sticks to his bread and butter
with some of the down home
soulful funk fans expect from
him. He knows why he is the
legendary figure he is today,
which is because of the funk
music he helped create.
Having worked with
artists such as Stevie Wonder,
Prince and James Brown,
Parker has always been the
man to bring that extra something to the most legendary
artist. Even in today's R&B
world, where names like
Brown and Wonder are icons
but not on top of the charts,
Parker says he still hears the
funk in everything that is popular today.
"Hip-hop is sort of like
using an instrument, except
you're just using a rhyme
scheme," Parker states. "But
the basic thing is the funk
underneath. The funkiness is
what you need,"
After picking up the saxophone at age eight, Parker has
kept the horn close to his lips,
but has never seen his gift as

something
extraordinary.
Parker says playing the saxophone and making music are
just what he was chosen to do.
"I can't shoot a basketball
or throw a baseball, so I play
the saxophone," he says. "I
love what I do, but at the same
time I recognize a whole lot of
people can't do it."
Even those who play the
saxophone professionally cannot play quite like Parker. His
sound is a piercing bite and
can resonate through any
combination of horns surrounding
him.
Parker's
unique jazz sensibility also
makes him a standout
amongst his funk peers, In
most cases, saxophonists in
the funk genre have a tendency to sound elementary. It's
never about what you play, it's
how you play.
"When I perform, I like to
have all these elements,"
Parker said. "But I try to give
it more than just another saxophonist would. Because traditionally that's all you would
normally get." As Parker says,
his sound is two percent jazz
and 98 percent funk. Many
can switch from jazz to funk,
but from funk to jazz is entirely different. For him it is all
the same, he's only trying to
make one thing happen with
his music.
"Performing is what I'm
here for," he says. "You do it,
you give it a name, and just
hope there's someone out
there who likes it."

The 2003 Howard University Homecoming Steering Committee

Now that . you know the
fashion staples, have fun creating countless style options.

Presents .....

PTURE: Legend In The Making

'
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• Looking for something positive to do with your time?
• Do you want to give to the DC Community ?
• Do you need volunteer experience to add to your
resume fo_
r work or graduate school?

For More Information Call

I

RAPTURE: LEGEND IN THE MAKING

Oct. 3-12
www.howarduhomecoming.com
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Choose the Student Banking Package
• Flexible Checking
• Online Banking

• ATMs on or near campus
• 24-hour access to cash

• FREE Chevy Chase Check Card
• Overdraft Protection ·

AND get your FREE Sports FANtasy Pass
with information on select ticket discounts and other cool stuff from the Orioles, Wizards and Capitals!

I

!

To sign up, visit our branch near campus at 21 0 Michigan
Avenue, NE or call 301-987-BANK or 1-800-987-BANK (out of area)
or visit us online at chevychasebank.corn / student

I

CHEVY CHASE~ BANI<
B,'lnki1--i.g O n Yc::lLlr Terms. "''

' OV'e r dr.aft protection is subject to credit approval. Must be 18 years or older to apply.
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WEDNESDAYS ARE FOR HUii
30% OFF ALL HAIR SERVICES*
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Enjoy an upscale urban haven
where nothing Is more Important than
the time, appearance, or feelings of our gue ts,"
•

Hlcole M. Cobtr, Owner (HU Law Alllm '98)

25 FLORIDA AVE, NW• 202.888,SOUL • www.sOULDAY8'A.CCM
('1nlllblllty Is l!mfftd 111d 111polnt111t11II mi prtf rrti)
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Bush Cuts Funding to
AIDS Programs
Think back to President the lives of AIDS patients of ly disheartening to think that
Bush's Sate of the Union African ancestry or Asian there could be something out
Address earlier this year. ancestry. There is much more there to help minorities sufBush
vehemently _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ fering from the AIDS

Our

promised to make the
TT,i'ew.·
virus, but it is inaccesAIDS epidemic a num"I
sible because the govber one priority on his
ernment does not feel
agenda. Now it seems
it is important enough
as if those words have
ti"
to provide funding for.
faded into oblivion.
On S OU
nO
We believe that it is.
That should have
It should not be an
been expected.
CU
O option of the governNot surprisingly,
ment to support these
his determination to
types of programs, but
this cause was not so
an obligation - no
evident in the recent
matter the political
decision of the Bush
party that is repreadministration to cut - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sented in the oval
funding to programs that research
to
be
done. office.
would primarily benefit black Consequently there is much
It is irresponsible of the
and Asian AIDS patients.
funding needed to assist in Bush administration to disreThe
administration this research.
gard the seriousness of the
claims that the funding was
We can't help but wonder AIDS issue in minority comcut because the program sup- if the lack of concern for such munities. By denying adeports
forced
abortions. a potentially beneficial pro- quate funding to programs
However, there is no proof as gram has to do with the fact that strive to combat this disof yet as to the veracity of this that it is one that benefits ease, it is made clear that savfamilies. We disagree. If any- accusation.
minorities.
ing the lives of black and
The program would proAIDS is a harsh reality Asian AIDS victims is not a
thing, hearing these tapes will
upset and haunt the families of vide medicine and procedures that too many of our people priority on our president's
the loved ones whose final words that could possibly prolong are suffering from. It is utter- agenda.

The Bush administr
h
ld
f
a
h ave tfun d Ing
• f
AIDS programs benefl.ting blacks and
Asians.

odern Day Propaganda
l'<ext Wednesday will be the
two-year anniversary of the day
that
dramatically
altered
American society and politics.

and senseless casualties.
The latest attempt to combat
this perspective is perhaps the
lowest blow yet. The government

As September 11 rolls around

plans to release tapes of the 911
phone calls made by many oftbe

were ones of fear.

once again, talk of terrorism
We believe that this is a tacremains as ever-present ------0=-U-T--V-l..,.•e-W-••- - - - - tical maneuver on the
as it was in the wake of
part of the United States
government. What betthe attacks two years
F
ago.
.1.,
ter way to garner support for the war on terThe Bush administration
has
been
rorism than to let the
American people actualstaunchly committed to
the cause of ending terly experience the terror
that existed on that faterorism across the globe.
Asweallwellknow,this
ful day? Appeal to emotion is perhaps the most
goal req?ITes b~ons of
dollars m funding. In
•
effective of all propaganorder to fund such a
da. It is important for us
mass (not to mention
to be informed enough
optimistic) effort to wipe out victims of the September 11 to not be fooled by tactics and
global terrorism, the Bush attacks.
subliminal messages such as
administration has attempted
Our question is this: Why these. There is no reasonable
every form of propaganda imagi- would anyone want to hear the explanation to release these
nable to convince the American presumably horrific tapes that tapes. It serves no purpose in
people that this cause is a worthy hold the final desperate cries of comforting those who still
one. Much of the American pub- innocent men and women? The mourn. On the other hand, it will
lic has expressed opposition to government would lead us to only ignite feelings of revenge
the war in the name of dispro- believe that they are doing this to and vindication and increase fear
portioned government spending bring a sense of closure to the amongst the American public.

'T''h

l

, h
e re ease OJ t e 911
S
phone calls from eptember
ll ,
, l
lS a tactic a move to gart
fi
th
ner SUppor, Or e War On
terrorism
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Online voting will drastically help the traditionally
chaotic special elections.
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Online Voting at HU
Special elections are not more inclined to vote. Instead
Overall, this new system
known for being a particularly of standing in unorganized lines seems as if it would greatly
smooth process at Howard. or having voting delayed expedite the voting process.
Between long lines, disorganiza- because the booths are not set Most importantly, online voting
~-----------------ti on, candidates being
T T,i'ew.·
would drastically cut
left of the ballots, and
"1
the margin of error that
even reelections, the
is possible when doing
election process is usualthe elections the old
ly a complete headache.
waytoensurethatonly
The current track record
one election is necesof the election process
sary.
has left us all waiting to
This new process
see what kind of debacle
might not be completewe will experience this
ly with out flaws.
year.
Using computers for
Well perhaps this
voting does bring up
year, there won't be one.
questions and concerns
For the first time in a long up, the new technology would that hackers that could possibly
time, there is light at the end of allow the student body the luxu- misconstrue votes. But little
the h1nnel as far as the elections ry to vote from the comfort of drawbacks such as this are
go. With the decision that HUSA their own homes.
minute in comparison to the
recently made to approve online
Online voting would also many benefits that could result
voting for special elections, we allow a greater part of the stu- form online voting.
might just see a smooth election dent body to vote. Many people
In the age where we can regprocess for a change.
don't have time to make it to the ister for classes and even pick
We believe that online vot- polls, but if they could point and our housing assignments online,
ing could be the answer to the click to cast their vote, an we think that it is only fitting to
disorder that is usually seen increase in student body partici- take the next step to be able to
during election time. With pation might be seen in elec- vote online as well.
online voting, students might be tions.
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... She Said

What Ever
Happened to Being

•

,

NICE?
Toni Winston
Okay, so we have conquered the first two weeks of
school. In this time, I have
bumped into old friends, met
some new ones, and realized
that there are always going to
be those that I had class with
and spoke to practically all the
time who, when they see me
now, won't speak.
What is up with that? I'm
not sure, but a prime example
is the other day. I was walking
out of the East Towers on my
way to run a few errands when
I saw him. I looked at him in his
face and he did the same. So
when I opened my mouth to
speak and he turned his head, I
was a bit confused. ·
My first thought was,
"Maybe he didn't hear me." As I
got closer and he continued to
ignore me, I knew that I was
not just imagining his blatant
dis. Like I said, I had things to
do, so I didn't sit and meditate
on it, I just kept it moving.
No, it didn't ruin my day or
cause my world to fall apart, it
just got me thinking ... thinking
about how things would be so

much different if people were
just a little nicer and spoke to
each other -- at least the people you lock eyes with.
I have been at Howard for
three years now and have loved
every minute of it. I have not
however, loved or even liked
the fact that there are just
some not so nice people out
there gracing our YARD. What
happened to being nice?
Some may even ask what
does being nice mean. For
starters, people can learn how
to speak. Being from the South,
·this is rather easy because it is
customary to speak to people
as you walk down the street yes, even if .you don't know
them.
It drives me crazy that people will literally stare you in the
face and then not speak when
you mouth a pleasant southern
girl, "hey." I am by no means
asking for you to spill your life
story to me. I am just looking
for you to acknowledge that I
exist.
Is that my problem? Am I
too caught up in whether or not
you acknowledge me. After all,
we are all sooo busy with our

Asha French
Assistant Copy Chief
"Sometinie1t, when a girl
says no, shereally means yes."
The speaker smiles with the
pride of a five-year old who
has just tied his shoelaces. The
class watches silently for a few
moments, as he searches
through his memories, trying
to decide if he is the rightful
owner of the official Rapist Ski
Mask. His smile fades, he
becomes a little less certain of
his own truth. Then we let him
off the hook, giggling like too
many Kindergarten children,
uttering half-hearted "boa's".
One person says, ''No means
no" a little too comically, with
none of the righteous indignation that belongs there.
''No means no" lives in this
classroom and others. Too few
of us take the phrase to our

zup

Remmy?

zup
Jay?

bedrooms, to our dorm rooms,
to hotel rooms, sofas, or back
seats of Jeep Cherokees. We let
it exist elsewhere - on doctor
office walls, in pseudo-political
discussions, in forums for

E::t ?fuf\11

C-J

Asst. Editorial and Perspectives
Editor

Fall into
yourself

7
lives going to and fro that we
can't take a split second to do
the nice thing and just speak.
Howard fam, let's try something. We11 take this slow. For
our first step on our way to
being a little nicer, let's just
speak to each other. Start with
just mouthing "hey," "hello,"
"what up" or whatever form of
vernacular you use when
acknowledging someone's presence.
The next chance you get,
try it. Speak to that stranger on

impressionable
children who will
•
soon engage ,n
an
activity that was
designed for adult
minds and bodies.
Only
true
adults can deal
with this moment
in which the physiological and psychological are at
war. Hearts race,
breath shortens,
blood rushes to
converge at one
point on both bodies,
and
we
regress psychologically into our
socially constructed gender
roles. Men become good boys,
women become good girls and
the game begins. Baseball.
Boys steal bases, girls feebly
protect them, and the boy who

We Know You Have
Something To Say!
We Want to Hear It!!!
Email Your
Perspectives to
Cassaundra Cumbess
thesongstresscc@hotmail.com

does not hit home often enough
is banished to the outfield.
Much to the class's chagrin, our professor forces the
original speaker to defend
what he has just said. "It's
kinda like with Kobe Bryant... "
he begins, and we take a collective deep breath. No one was in
Colorado that weekend (we all
had internships elsewhere),
but everyone knows exactly
what happened in the hotel
room. We spend fifteen minutes talking about players of
various games andfinally, the
class is dismissed and the truth
settles in my stomach like a
stone. Some games just aren't
worth playing.
There are too many
women who cry in the dark,
too many who cringe at a
lover's touch, too many women
who have been hurt because
someone else played baseball

President Swygert
is on the yard!

H.P.! H.P.!
Validate Me!!

Man my
new roomate
is a trip.
H.P. Swygert. The H.P.
is for Hardcore Pimp.
He pimps students.

yeah?
yo hold on ...

He is one of the
highest paid college
presidents.
Are those Condoms
in his hand?
.,
1

By Nakisha Williams

with their lives.
Moreover, there are too
many gil'ls who still play, who
say "no" with a giggle and a
wiggle, and pretend that their
partners will never play this
game with another woman. A
real woman who means her
"yeses" and her "nos." A
woman who will say the latter
seriously, but meet the man
who's been socialized (in the
personal and political arena)
to ignore her.
Here's a new power trip
for you ballers. When a woman
(or a girl) says "no," put away
your bat. End the game, even if
you suspect that she really
wants to play. How is that for
control? In the meantime, let
us say a silent prayer for the
future sexual partners of my
misguided classmate who only
said what most men were
thinking.

I've always wondered what
it is about "ugly guys" that
makes them so bold and gutsy.
Cute guys don't ever seem to try
as hard, but ladies can testify:
Ugly guys have no shame!
They'll stroll up to you with
a flippant confidence "Yeah girl
you know you want me!" When
all you can do is think to yourself
"NO!" I've found myself in that
position a million times!.
One particular time I was at
the club doing my thing when I
spotted the guy from across the
room giving me the eye. I
prayed that the atrocious looking man wouldn't come up to
me, but sure enough, the brotha
came my way. He asked for my
name and number and I gave
him the standard stank "get-outof-my-face!" attitude (complete
with the rolling of the eyes and
all).
I was prepared to get even
more stank because I thought he
was going to press the issue. But
he flipped the script: "Well I
may not be the finest dude in the
room, but I'm the only one talking to you!" Ouch!
As the brotha scoffed at me
and walked away, unaffected, I
might add, I couldn't help but
feel stupid.
And it was that night that I
learned an invaluable lesson.
No not the "you ain't all to cute
to talk to the ugly guy" lesson
(although I did make a mental
"note to self" to be nicer in the
future). My lesson was a little
deeper: Get to the point where
you're so comfortable with yourself that you go for what you
want with no boundaries.
I may be reaching a little bit,
but it seems like for "ugly guys"
nothing is out of league. They
know what they're working with
and even if no one else deems
them attractive they don't get
hung up over it or let it stop
them from doing what they
want. Maybe they're on to
something.
All too often we make up
excuses for not doing what we
really want to do in life. We
don't feel qualified enough, so
we don't apply for the job. We
don't feel pretty enough that
night, so we don't go out. We
butcher and scrutinize ourselves
for simply being who we are.
Most times we are our own
worst enemies and we hinder
ourselves from going after what
we really want in life. But if we
could just learn to make amends
with ourselves and be comfortable with who we really are
(faults and all), we could be so
much more powerful.
That night I was dissed I
decided to fall into myself. I
decided to take the cue from that
less than attractive brotha and
with a flippant confidence cease
to be afraid to live my life or, my
own terms. Because at the end
of the day, there is only one me,
and I can only do what I can do,
but 111 always do it well!
Thank you "Mr. Ugly!"

Nakisha is very co7!fident
but she would like to assure you
that her head isn't as big as it
appeared in last week's photo in
her column. E-mail her at
n_J_ williams@howard.edu

Naw those are
VALIDATION
STICKERS son.
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All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full, the
Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five words. Individuals
advertising for the purpose of announcing a
service, iuying or selling
are charged as local companies with a rate of $10
for first 20 words and $2
for every 5 words
thereafter. Personal ads
are $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.
For Rent
ROOMS For Rent
350 per month (includes utilities )
On quiet Adams Street two blocks
from campus.
Your housemates are Hoard students.
Call (202) 635-2608
& Leave message

Opportunities
Sell Spring Break Trips
All The Fun & All The Protection
American Express WorldWide
Guranteed Best Buy
1 Free Trip For Every 10 Paid
Or Ca$h Starting With First
Booking Make Your Spring
Break Exxtreme
Exxtreme Vacations, Inc.
1-800-336-2260

The Battle of The Real HU After
Party
To Kamari and
Stacey... Y'all are the
greatest! I just wanted to let y'all know
- Jennifer L. Williams
Ever wanna argue a real
case in front of a real judge?
Come try out for the Mock
Trial Team September 12th in
room 149 in Blackburn ....
But there will be an open
debate for interested students to see what the Mock
Trial team is all about on
September 10th, in
Blackburn, @7pm
Rm.150
"Remember the Bison"

''Its more than a party, Its an experience''
FLIERS COMING SOON

eed to get something off your chest?
Want to tell that special someone how
much you care? Would you like to
make an annoucement on behalf of
your club?
If you just wanna send a shout out.

Jot something down and bring it to th
_____F_o_r_S_a_l_e___---1
Hilltop Business Office.
Let us help you express yourself.

FUNITURE!!!
RETAIL SALE OF USED
HOTEL FUNITTURE.
BEDS,SOFAS,DESKS,DRESSER
S,TABLES AND CHAIRS,
PICTURES AND MIRRORS
ALL AT UNBELIEVABLY
LOW PRICS!!!
VISIT OUR
SHOWROOM AT 59040RIGGS
RD HYATTSVILLE, MD 20783
OR CALL (301) 853-8001

Personals
ATTENTION!!!
The State of Midlands

v.
J.J. Thompson
When: Sept. I 0th

Where: Blackburn Center
Room ISO
Time: 7:00pm

Come and see an exhibition you
won't forget.
Come and support the
MLK Jr. Mock Trial Team

ayyy P,irthday
Tangl1a Sanders
Luv ya girl Arion

'

My Staff~
Better job than last we~, but
we still have a I.ONG way to
go.
Jozen:Your section was hot.
Come with ft next week too,
hopefully on time :-)!
P: Sports looked great as
usual. You're so creative ... keep
It up! They ain't ready.
I eesa: Luv the picture•• haha!
You're such a diva, but next
time we're using a zodiac sign!
Shani: Great job with N&W. I
t.old you everything would work
out! I No worries dear.
CC: Luv what u did to the
Perspectives page. Keep those
creative ideas comin'.
Steph: Way to come thru
despite all that happened this
week. Everything will be
alright, I promise. BfF
My-My: U alwayz come thru
for me... 'nuff said!
-your lovely M.E.

APO
Be A Leader.. .
Be A Friend .. .
Be of Service .. .
24 Survivors
13 T.E.A.R.S.
????????
••••••••

Coming soon...
BlO

questions to
Lifeandstyle@AOL.com .···

AiShA
... Not to 4 get C.Orey: I truly
appreciate u helping out on your
off days. You clearly have my back
and u know I got yours. It's gonna
be a great year!
... EIC: 9's better than 11 ... but
nextweek, It'll be 6, mark my
words! You're doln' a great job.
Hang In there, It WILL get better.

.

.
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The 2003-2004 Hilltop Editorial Staff

(Top row, from left: Ruth Tisdale (Campus Tuesday), Maryann James (Copy Chief), Shani Hilton (Nation&World Friday),
Lesly Flanagan (Asst. Sports Editor), Naessa Azziz (Staff Writer), Jodi Hurt (Online Editor)
Next row, from left: Stephanie Crouch (Campus Friday), Soraya McDonald (Sports Tuesday),
Jennifer Williams (Asst. Life&Style), Leesa Davis (Mind,Body&Soul Editor), Cassaundra
Cumbess (Editorials&Perspectives Editor), Danielle Scruggs (Asst. Campus Editor)
Next row, from left: Ashley Kelly (Business&Technology Editor), Charreah Jackson (Staff
Writer), Arion Jamerson (Paginator), Melanie Holmes (Copy Editor), Miriam Ahmed
(Nation&World Tuesday)
Next row, from left: Jozen Cummings (Life&Style Editor), Cory Thomas (Illustrator)
Bottom row, from left: Bernard "Poet" Murray (Sports Friday), Josef Sawyer (Editor-InChief), Aisha Chaney (Friday Managing Editor), Nakisha Williams (Asst. Editorials &
Perspectives Editor)
Not pictured: Corey Cunningham (Tuesday Managing Editor), Sean Parker (Asst.
Nation&World Editor), Erica Williams (Asst. Mind,Body&Soul Editor)
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